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PADUCAH, KY. TUESDAY MORNING MARCH 5, 1907

VOL 23. NUMBER 269

THAW'S MOTHER DA000TE4 OF ANOTHER BILL PADUCAHAN'S ABOUT SELLING! GUNBOAT WASP
WILL TESTIFY CONFEDERACY AGAINST "CUNNY" FATHER DEAD ON THE SAWN AFTER RECR
UITS

if

.m....N.0.•••••••••••

•

WILL TELL OF THE EFFECT MISS ADINE MORTOIN HOS- RHODES
WOULD MR. BENJAMIN P. RANDELL
- BURFORD
POLICE ARE INVESTIGATING
OP PARENTAL INTESS FOR THIS AFTERPASSED AWAY AT ATHENS,
LIKE TO SEE HIM $rsa
SAILED FROM NEW ORLEANS
FLUENCES.
REPORTS ABOUT VIONOON'S SESSION.
WORTH.
SUNDAY
a
ON
OHIO.
WAY
UP
LATIONS.

I•

OR. BIBS RECALLED
DELPHIC CLUB ELECTS
FATHER OF MR. JOSEPH
WHAT HE LEFT WILL
FRANK WILCOX ACCUSES
WILL ARRIVE AT
AT MORNING SESSION
NEW OFFICERS TODAY
RANDALL OF THIS CITY
BE SOLD SHORTLY
YOUTH OF BURGLARY
PADUCAH IN FEW DAYS

44y

•
•

THAW'S MAIL VERY HEAVY MRS.
—HAS LARGE BUNDLE
OF LETTERS.

•••••Tilimm.11

MURRELL AND
MISS JUDGE LIGHTFOOT OPENED MRS. ANNA BEYER
DIED SUN- ISCAR
CRICE HELD UP BY WILL PROBAB
LEADERS
LL
FOR
DAY AND WILL BE BURIED
HIS QUARTERLY COURT
LY GO FROM
FOOTPA
DS AT EIGHTH
SICAL TIMORROW.
THIS AFTERNOON.
PADUCAH
YESTERDAY.
TO
ST.
AND HUSBANDS.
LOUIS.

NEri

.`•

;
Mien Speculation Indulged in As Rev. J. R. Henry avid Family go to
Judge Reed Swore in the Grand Jury Mr. W. L. A. Kaler, Mrs. Winnie
in the Policy of Attorney
Wagons Blocked Street Around the Neib and Novel Scheme
Murfreesboro to Attend (
Byerly and Mrs. Randa Salyers
Yeoterday at Benton—Petit
of Navy De-.
Jerome.
Warehouse at Tenth and Mad.
All Died of Consumption.
Wedding.
part ment to Induce Men
,.
Jury Today.
son—Buoinesa of Police.
to Enlist.
New York, March 4.—The formalities of postponing the March term of
the criminel branch of Me supreme
court had to be gone through this
morning before the trial of Harry
K Thaw was resumed. Thaw's case
wee begun in tk January term and
that term will be continued moil it is
disposed of.
Dr. Britton D. Evans, the New
Jersey alienist, who was tinder cross:, oarninattion Wildnesday4 Thursday
and Friday last. was again.placcd upon the witness stand as W011 as
Thaw was called to the bar
Thaw stain brought into court several big brown portfolio envelopes
Idled with letter.. He receives several seats of missives daily, some of
the letters coming from across seal,
and his Monday morning mail always is heavy.

4
Mr. Benjamin I'. Randall died last
The police are investigating the reWednesday at his hirime in Athens,
New Orleans, La., March 4.—The
Ohio, and was buried Friday after- port that many of the saloons were United States gunboat Wasp, after
noon at the cemetery here. He was open Sunday doing business. One resting here twenty-four haws from
the venerable father of Mr. Joseph wax rant 14131 issued against Frank vi long cruise of the Atlantic recruitRandall, the looter Illinois Central Wagoner, the South Second street stations, covering six weeks left Sunrailroad engineer who is now general saloonist„who Qill be tried tomor- day at to o'clock for a recruiting
Deiphic Club.
manager of Kentucky for the com- row.
campaign up the Mississippi river..
The election of officers and other
pany tuilding new cities in Okla.
The Why will go to Paducah,
One gentleman said yesterday that
business %ill engage so much time at
horn. The latter :eturned here Sun- Sunday right a half
the Delphic club meeting this morndrunken man Ky, and turning abi;kut alihre , will
day from Athens where be buried his told hint he bought
ing that the ladies will dispense with
liquor at four dif- touch all important Mississippi river
father,
and
this
morning
at
2
o'clock
ferent
saloons during the day, and ports on her way/southward, rethe literary programme.
he went back to Louisville where he furthermore
that be could have got- cruiting men f&r the teary
maintains headquarters.
The Wasp is expected to arrive
ten it at anrof them he desired.
Handsome Affair.
Mr. Benjamin P. Randall was born
Much drunkenness existed Sunday at Memphis in six days. She may
Th'e reception of Mrs. Rosa Loeb
October 4, ttiat at Providence, Rhode and
also the Sabbath of the week go to St. Louis o' week or sci later.
of Fifth and Broadway was a very
Island, and when sixteen years of
This is tile tirst cruise of the
previous, and people could be seen
bandsonie affair yesterday afternoon,
age moved to Athens which bad been
kind
ever ;nide by a United States
large parties of friends calling and
his home ever since, residing in 'the going in ?ad out of many side doors warship. The navy department finds
Quarterly Court.
of saloods.
participating in the event that was
Judge Lightfoot convened quarter- same house all the time. He was a
that some new and more spectacular
tendered complimentary to -Mrs. Sydmethod is necessary in persuading
y court yesterday and will each day substantial and snxeeesful farmer
lie, Loeb, her daughter-in-law.
Aerated of Burglary.
the American youth. to enlist. Bill
this week try a number of cases com- who retired to an inactive life only
‘Villie Carr, colored, was locked posters no longer attract him. He
a few years ago. Recently he conitor up before him.
MRS WILLIAM THAW WILL
The Matinee Musical.
tracted a severe attack of la grippe up yesterday afternoon by Deputy wants more vivid impressions.
Sheriff Clark Fortson on the charge Will Stop at Towns of 3.000 or More
TAKE WITNESS CHAIR( Mrs. 1). G. Murrell and Maas Virthat caused his death.
Benton Tribunal.
g:ilia Sewell are leaders of t
He was one of the best known men of . brealong into the lesidenee of
The Wasp is, therefore, on a noirel
Judge Reed went out to Ilesaton
It Is Said She Will Tell of Parental afternoon's meeting of The Maine* Yesterday and
opened the circuit in that portion of Ohio, stood high Mr. Frank Wilcox. five miles from sort of mission. She will stop at
Inneences.
Mirdical club at Grace chorelk
Mt by swearing in the grand jury. in the estimation of everybody, and this city on the Cairo Pike. Mn Wil- promising river ports or 3,000 or
house. Ittvlioz and Sninte SAn
oday he empanels the petit jury the cortege paying its last tribute cox charges that the young fellow, more population and show young
New York, Match 4 —When the One French composers up for dis
of respect, was unusually large Fri- who is about twenty years of age, men lie actual condition of navy life
bich starrts try ng the actions betrial of harry K. Thaw is resumed sum, with the following programme:
day.
broke into the place and stole con- on board ship. if they like it, they
fore it.
today, l'Ar. Britton D. Evans, the
The deceased had the distinction of siderable jewelry and other articles can enlist; if not, all right.
Current events—
alienist called by the defense will
Chief Boatswain J S. CrogIlan. the
being the oldest Odd Fellow in Ohio. The boy lives out that way.
Saint Saene "Iginuello," four hands
Property Sold.
take up the witness chair so that'Dis- —Miss C,oertie and
commander, intends to steam about
Isa,vang been a staunch member for
Lethia Puryear.
Master Commissioner Cecil Read
trict Attorney Jerome can finish 'his
twelve hours a day lying up at night y-fmer /ears. He was also a
herlioz "La Captive (in French)—
Charged With Having Gun.
has transferred land in the county to
cross-examination.
Several points Mrs.
at landings along the route.
d member of the Metho4ist
Edwin
Daihd Flournoy.
Peak
was
arrested
by
Offithe Fidelity and Deposit company for church.
will be pressed home closely One
Now /that he har arrived at Ness+
"Two Interesting French Composcer Samuel Howell yesterday on the
of the most important of these, the
$776.67, the deed being lodged yesOnleans, Croghan has neported to
His wife died in t886, and he is
ers"—Mis
charge
s
carrying
of
Kathleen
concealed
Wtitfield.
weap- Lieutenant Commande
question as to whether the district
terday for record with the county survived by two sons and three
r McGrann at
ons. Rexie Raper claims he threatSaint Saen "Dance Macabre"—Mrs. clerk.
attorney may read into evidence exdaughters, Mk. Joseph Randall of this
Memphis, the recruiting chief of the
(Led
D.
G.
to
Murrell.
her
kill
with
the firearm.
tracts from books on insanity, sill
lississippi river district, who will
For $75 property in ICYBryan's ad- city and Louisville; James Randall,
Saint Saen• "My Heart at Thy dition
be ruled on by Justice Fitzgerald.
direct the movements of the Wasp.
was sold by W. C. O'Bryan to the railroad engineer of Louisville;
Crice Held Up.
These extracts were shut out temp- Sweet Voice" (from Samson and Mary H. Bottom.
His orders were to proceed north
Mrs. Mary Bayless of Athens: Miss
The
officers
are working on the immediately, tstopping to coal
orarily by the justice on Friday, who Deliodli)--illiss Mamie Dreyfus.
J. N. Holly transferred to Claude Celia Rfoidall of Louisville. and Mrs.
at
hold up of Oscar Crice, who claims Vicksburg.
(A) Berlioz "Ballet des Sylphes,
wished more time to examine into
Russell for $33o land in the Massa. Evelyn Ross of Parkersburg. West
that last evening about eight o'clock
precedents. If these extracts are ad- (B) Saint Saens "The Swan," violin creek section of
Virginia
the county.
while he was passing Eighth' and
mitted Mk. Jerome will try to show —Miss Aline Beatty.
Pinckney C. Orr bought from W.
Husbands streets that two negroes
Saint Saens "First Mazurka"—Miss
by them that Thaw's symptoms, as
C. O'Bryan for $2oo property in the
Esteemed Lady Died.
held him up and went, throufh him.
described by the witness, indicated Mary Bondurant
l'Bryan addition.
Mrs Anna Beyer died Sunday
that the prisoner' was suffering from
Saint Stens (Selected)—Mrs. James
For Poo land in the county has afternoon at 2:30 o'clocla at her home
paranoia. Such a ruling, followed by W
No Trace Yet.
been sold by C. A. Hunt to J. N. several miles foam this city on the
The officers arc still working on
sine% evidence, it can easily be seen,
Berlioz "Hunganian March," piano
•
Mayfield road, after a several month's
would have an important bearing on trio from "Damnation of Faust"— ITarvell.
the Stonewall Ferguson case, but
W. C. O'Bryan sold property in his illness with complications.
Mr. Jerome's plans for 'asking for the Misses Ham, Wilhelm and Cainee.
nothing develops pointing to his
Mrs. Beyer was born July 1, 1842,
addition to C. I. Walker for $t And
appointment of a commission in ?unwhereabout
s.
Saint Stens "The Tourney of Kale
in Bertaheekt. Bavaria, but came to
other considerations.
:icy.
John"-1141n. Robert McMillen
America
and settled in this county
For $ndoo land in the county was
A dramatic feature of the trial this
MESSRS. JULIUS HARRIS AND
Blocked the Streets,
Lought by W. T. Taylor from B. F. with her pareMs when she was sevweek will occur with the appearance
ISADORE KLEIN DICKERrims
nrade
to
po"ice
the
To Attend Wedding,
enteen
years
of age
In 1868 she
Culp.
in the witness chair of Mrs. William
ING FOR IT.
office
yesterday
tobacco
Rev J R. Henry and family left
that
many
Andrew P. Hamburg sold to L. E was married to her 'husband. Mr. wagons and other
Thaw, the prisoner's mother. It is yesterday for
congrevehicles
Nashville, Tenn, and McCabe
George
Beyer,
the
well
known farmT
'aid to be the program of the de- front
for $1.5op property on Hatathere they go tomorrow to Murer, and besides him she is survived gated around the tobacco warehouse
ran boulevard •
fense to add to the impression alfreesboro to attend the wedding of
by two children, George and Louise at Tenth and Mhdison streets to the If They Purchase Factory it Will Be
ready made upon the jury on the
extent that the public thoroughfare
Mrs Henry's brother, Mr. J. W. SatMoved to Cairo and There
Beyer
sandiest devotedness of the womenLicensed to Marry.
was completely blocked.
terwhite
Captain
was
She
of
Operated.
a
sister
of
Nashville,
Mr.
Beyer
Fritz
to 'Ass Ralkind of the prisoner in the hour of
James Coy and Nettie Pitcher were
Harlan had the patrolmen OTT that
eigh
Milber,
of
Miller
Conrad
Beyer
Mir,
of
of
this
Murfreesb
oro.
The
seed.
gnoited a license to marry.
beat to notify the people that they
city and Mesdames Gus Unrath,
Mrs Thas'. testimony, it is said, ceremony occurs at 4 o'clock tomormust not block .the street
Rouff
and
J.
low
H.
Schmiddtt
.
afternoon,
and
will
be
Negotiations arc nearly complete
officiated
will be in the line of prenatal inState Liquor License,
The
deceased
was
a
most
excellent
over
by
Dr. Henry at the Methodist
•whereiut Messrs. Julius Harris and
fluences which made of Harry Thaw
T. C. Smith transferred his static and beloved
Warrant for Just.
woman of numerous
the oervons, sleepless, headstrong church in Murfreesboro. The bride saloon licerere to Jewell
Isadore Klein are dickering for pnrBrothers. friends who are saddened by 'her diswarrant has beea issued against clfase
child described by family physicians is a beautiful woman of a prominent who bought him out.
of the Paducah Siddlcr3-Pruinsolution.
She was a devout com- Frank Just, the barber, charfeng him
Dr. Charles Wagner, of Bingham- family, wifile the groom is a leading
pany plant at Fourth and Jefferson
municants of the German Lutheran with suffering gambling on the third
ton, an alienist, andlirs. Bingaman bnsiness man of Nashville. Mrs.
streets. If the deal is carried through
Amount of Indebtednqss.
congregation.
floor above his shop on North Fourth these
and Deemor, of Pittsburg. will also Henry and children remain :at the • The
gentlemen will move the facMerganthaler-Horton Basket
The funeral services will be held street near Broadway. Jost had the
he witnesses this' week. Dr. Wagner Tennessee capital to visit, while the company
tory to Cairo and operate it. The
has amended its articles of at two o'clock at the Lutheran building leased, but Frank
Asher, the negotiations are being conducted with
has testified in a manner eirilar to last of this week Dr. Henry returns
incorporation so that the concern can church this afternoon on South postmaster, paid
the rent, being inter- the Paducah Banking company
Dr. Evans regarding the prisoner's by way of Princeton. Ky., where he
and
contract an indebtedness as high as Fourth, with interment following at ested with Just
mental state, and be will be put attends the Princeton Presbyterian
in the barber shop. the Globe Bank and Trust company,
eoonno
congregati
the
cemetery,
onal
in
the
tis• seems to have skipped out as Loth of
through a thorough cross-examina- meeting.
which instituticms hold notes
p,
county.
nothing has been seen of him for the given
tion by District Attorney Jerome.
by the saddlery people for hocMessrs.
John
Schmiddtt
John
,
Drs. Bingarrian and Denten who atpast two weeks Charles Slaughter rcweet
money. Messrs. Harris and
Missionary Tea.
COUNTRY IS SAFE.
Birth, A. W. Tate, Jesse Bell, 0. D. and Judge
tended Harry Thaw when he passed
Beasley are accused of Klein have both, been drummers for
M. B. Nash is hostess for the
Scibmidtt and William Dr.mbach will
through • a severe course of infantile infissionar
running the Rambling den, which was Wchaets
y tea to be given at 3 o'clock Colonel Singleton and Jailer Ealier be the pallbearers.
Brothers' establishment, of
diseases, will tell of the prisoner's
raided
by
the
detectives and ,Chief this city, for a number of years, and
Friday afternoon at Grace church
Back in Fine Trim.
early life.
Collins.
inrish house, at which tirrke the proif they secure the factory they will
Death of Mr. Kaler.
gramme will be: .
continue operating upon -the wholeColonel Gus G. Singleton and
Mr. W. L. A. Kaler died at 7
A: spark dropped from an Empire
—The board of public works meets sale plan.
Paper on "Carey, the Pioneer"— County Jailer James Ealcer returned o'clock yesterday morning at read
'flat chimney on the roof, of Mrs. Miss Joseph
this
afternoon.
iunday morning from Hot Springs, Guthie avenue, after a lingering illThe evidence will not be heard
Gardner.
Manic Cobb's residence adjourning
Paper on ."Pundita Mission"—Mrs. Ark, where they 'have been sojourn- ness of consumption. He lived at
until next Saturday in the suit filed
Sunday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock, and
—Rector David Wright of Grace
ing for the past three weeks on ac- Clay Springs. Ky., but came here two
Hal Corbett.
by R. G. Treat and other stockholdcaused a little' fire entailing, a Sao
church, returned from. Louisville last
count
weeks
treatment.
of
ago
their
for
The
rehealth,
Report
ers and creditors asking that a reon
which
"Progress
was
of the King
loss. The chemical -engines (Illicitly
greatly improved by the stay at the mains will be taken today to the Pil- evening.
dom"—Mrs. R. A. Hicks.
ceiver be selected to take charge of
extinguished the blaze.
famotts reiort. Both are in fine trim grim Rest cemetery in Graves counHymn.
the- property, which is now in the
Mho. W. E. McGary has sold her
for this year's political battles, and ty. The deceased was thirty-one erly. The
remains were interred Sun- hands of the trustees, consisting of
handsome home on West Jefferson,
all their friends say the "country is years of age and leaves a wife and day afternoon
•
Richardson-Jones.
at the county ceme- these two financial institutions.
to Mr. Earl Palmer.,
four children; He was a substantial tery.
At to:30 o'clock this morning Miss now safe" Since their return.
The deal will probably be closed
farmer and known to quite a number
today with Messrs. Harris and Klein.
Another Victim,
—During the Canton Atkins' meet- Katie Richardson of this city and Mr.'
of people in this city!
Mks. Rands Salyers died atter a
ing tomorrow evening at the Odd Oscar, Jones of San Berrtadino, Cal., W. Rogers, Eugene- Richardson and
long illness with consumption at 'her
—The Third
Fellows tall on Fifth and Broadway will be married at the liSrot Baptist Frank Itecl4er.',
Methodist
street
Lady Passed Away.
home in the Sharpe neighborhood in church ladies have organized a "Will.
the new officers will be metaled as church, Rev. Calvin M. Thompson
Mrs. Winnie Byerly died of con- Marshall county. She was twenty- ing Workers society," Mrs. J.
follows: Peter J. •Beckenbach, cap- performing the cerembny, followed
W.
%Church Social.
sumptiori Sunday morning at 4 eight years of age, and was buried Orr being
tain; Harry L. Judd, lieutenant; by departure of the couples for their
presides; Mrs- James
This evening at 8 o'clock the mem- o'clock on a houseboat moored in
at 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon in the Faker, vice president; Mrs. Peter
George Z. Umbaugh, ensign; Charles future home in San Bernadino. The bers of the Kegtucicy
avenue Nee*. the river at the foot of Elizabeth New Hope cemetery of that vicin- t
Fields, secretary, and Mks. Frank
G. Kelly, clerk; 0. Turner Anderson, ushers will he Messrs. P. E,,...,Stutz, terian church,
will entertain wilt a 'street. She was thirty-four years of ity. She was the wife of
hr.
Smedley,
MI
W
treasurer. They will meet
treasurer.'
f.
F.
Rogers,
Dtrrward
'Sutton, W. social, to which all are invited.
.
'I.;
mitt and the wife of Mr. E. A. By- Salyers.
_Ai.A
two Mondays each month.
A

.1
1

••

s'

The Daughters of the Confederacy will meet this aitornoon at
2:30 'o'clock with Miss Adine Morton
of 61a Broadway. A free-will offering soil be taken up.

Rhodes-Burford di company yesterday came forward with a big account
against H. A. Quiningham, it being
for 1122 due for furniture and goods
the house sold Cunningham, who was
the life insurance agent that disappeared two weeks ago, leaving his
creditors to hold the bag. Justice
Emery yesterday announced that they
would sell the office and bedroom
furniture and fxitures of Cunningham's somtime next week, the money
to go to paying off the creditors. It
is understood he left several others
aid] bills, including a bataoom or
tao, a tailor, and others.

1

SADDLE PLANT
TO BE SOLD

I

$1,1

I

•.

-

S.

CHARGES
ADDITIONAL
AGAINST DR MURPHY
DR. RUDD
AND

CHARGED WITH
SELLING LIQUOR

"Immoral

ed
the

OPERA IA FOR
PENDICITIS

Anegationto
Unprofessional BeCon-

Made at Trial.

KiVrnmtWS

Big 13argaine in

- —
Cairo, 34.5 rising.
Chattanooga, 18.4
Cincinnati, 27.7 rising
Evansville, 24.7 rising.
Florence. 14.4
Johnsonville, 24.4 rising.
Louisville, 9.6i risng.
Mt. Carmel 5.4 falling.
Nashville. 38.5 rising.
Pittsburg, 7.7 rising.
Davis Island Datn, missing.
St. Louis, 144 failing.
Mt. Vernon, 23.6 rising.
Paducah, 29.o rising.

Louisville. March 4—It has been
that additional charges have MRS. H. T. BROWN TAKEN TO
learned
WAGONER
SALOONIST FRANK
been placed against Dr. Sarah MurRIVERSIDE HOSPITAL
ARRAIGNED IN POLICE
• phy, of Louisville, and Dr. W. F. •
YESTERDAY.
COURT.,
Rudd, of Fulton, who are to be tried
here Wednesday by the state board
of health. The charges against them 'Mr. Lawrence Petter Painfully Inwere criminal abortion, but owing to
jured Sunday by Street Car—
legal technicalities which have arisen
Other Accidents.
of
case
the
on
judgment
in passing
Dr. W. R. Ruble, of Smith's Grove,
who was tried on that charge the
Mrs, II. T. Brown was yesterday
charge of immoral and unGAMBLING
additional
SLAUGHTER
THE
The I. N. Hook left for Nashville
professional conduct has been placed placed in a private ward at Riverside yesterday.
CHARGE CONTINUED UNMe have the largest line of up-to-date wall paper
against the two persons to be tried bcsaital where this morning she will
TIL TODAY
Captain T. B. Pierson has recevWednesday. The law by which .the he operated on by Drs. Pulliam and ered from his illness and resumed his
in the city and ot the most striking prices
state board of health was organized Stewart for appendicitis. She is the positiop on the Fannie Wallace.
such conduct a ground for the wife of the construction engineer tor
makes
The Wash llonshell came here
T. Mack Held to Grand Jury on revocation of license.
the traction company and suffered an Sunday from Cairo and returned at
Charge of Stealing Pitol From
weeks
Dr. Ruble was tried several
attack some months ago down in c
City, Jailer.
ago and found guilty by the board of Tennessee, but recovered without an nee.
The Scotia got out for the Tenneswhich
he
having committed that of
operation. which is now found nec.si• ,e river Sunday after a raft.
was accused. On account of the sary.
Inspectors Green and St. John inFrank Wagoner, the South Second legal phrases not being sufficiently
-pected
the Harvester Sunday and
time
more
behowever,
arraigned
defined,
was
clearly
saloonist,
street
Injured by Street Car.
found her in good condition. She
fore Judge Cross in the police court was givten for biath sides to get
Mr. Lawrence Petter is confined at sets away tomorrow.
yesterday morning on the charge of evidence and make argument. Dr. his home
on .Broad street with a
the
in
'I he steamer Chattanooga came out
suit
filed
passed
by
recently
Ruble -has
-violating the Sabbath just
painfully injured foot that got caught
the Tennessee river. Sunday and
selling whisky at his grogshop. The Warren circuit court, calling the
underneath a street car. Ile wai leaves today on her return to Chatcharge was continued over until to- authority of the board to revoke in
walking Sunday afternoon past Fifth t a nooga.
question.
morrow.
and
Broad streets, when a fractious
yesboard
said
the
the
continued
member
of
was
The kape Girardeau, Grey Eagle
A
• Until tomorrow
warrant charging Charles Slaughter terday afternoola that the board has horse became frightened and ran into and Spread Eagle arc coaling, preparand Judge Beasley with running a been advised that the Warrent cir- him, mocking Mr. Petter across the ing to have for St. Louis.
gambling house on the third floor cut court has no jurisdicion, and that street car track where a car crushed
The steamer City of Memphis is
above Frank Just's barber shop on the case will probably be thrown out the sole of his foot off before the out of the Tennessee river. She will
motorman could stop. Dr. Carl Sears leave ben: at 5 o'clock tomorrow afon that ground. •
North Fourth street.
"We welcome a question as to the had to sew the sole back on, it being ternoon on her return trip.
T. Mack was held to the grand
The Buttorff went to Clarksville
jury in $300 bond on the charge of law, however," he said, "as we :lit as if with a knife, from heal ri
entering City Jailer Evitts' home and realize that all doubtful points should tots.°
yesterday, and coming back tomor
oiw, gets out at once for Nashville.
stealing his resolver. Mack was serv- be threshed out. It is interesting to
ing a sentence an the city jail and was learn that the supreme court of
Broke Her Arm.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Mrs. lAnnte Schroeder of South Fowler leaves for Cairo. She comes
made a trusty. Ile knew where the Rhode Island, which has a law simikey hung at the Evitts home adjoin- lar to ours, has just ruled on a ques- Fourth street is confined with a back at to o'clock tonight.
ing. and unlocking the door entered tion :Ike that at issue, and upheld broken arm and severe body 'bruises.
The John S. Hopkins went to Evand stole the pistol, which he sold to the state board As for Dr. Ruble, ciesed by a N., C. dc St. L. switch ansville yesterday and gets back toAnderson Trice, colored, in East St. while the board reserved judgment engine striking her several days ago morrow.
Louis. The theft occurred eight as to his guilt tinder the technical on Norton between Sixth and Eighth
Today's boat in the Evansville
charge, there was no doubt about his streets while she was en
months ago.
trade is the Joe Fowler.
route
to
the
Clifton Fleteher and Milton Bass. having committed immoral and un- Disk mills where slie is employed.
The City of Saltillo went up yescolored, were both held to the grand professional conduct. The filing of
terday morning at 3 o'clock bound
jury. in $300 bond on the charge of the suit, therefore, only postpones
from Si. Louis for the Tennessee rivOther Sick.
petty larceny, Myra N'ihster claiming action by the hoard. and does not
Mrs. A. A. Lialsley is quite ill wit') er. She comes out about next Friday or Saturday.
they robbed her of one dollar at present "
pneumonia.
Ninth and Tritnble street.
The Georgia Lee passed down
Mrs.
Phil
Stewart continues ta
Frank Holland and Jerry Winston
Sunday
bound front Cincinnati to
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTERThe Aldrich Finance Bill.
slowly 'improve at Riverside hospitsi
were slismissed of the charge of stealSo far as the bill gota, it is unob- where she was operated on for ap- Memphis. She leaves there tomorEST ON IT AND SEE HOW.SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
ing $1.8o from a woman at the New jectionable except in one particular.
row and gets back here Friday on
her return to the Queen Qty.
Richmond hotel, where they worked. While it provides that the limitation pendicitis last week.
BAND ACCOUNT.
Word from Asheville. North CaroRobert Ilayei, the barber, was of national bank circulation which
The Peters Lee gets to Cineinnati
caught in Lucien Durrett's meat may be retired in any one month, iota. is that Mr. John Sherwin sto4..1 tomorrow night and remains
house on North Sixth street and a now placed at $3.000,000, shall be in- the trip well, and is resting nicely.
until Thursday afternoon or Fet
t
of housebreaking lodged creased to $9,000,000, it also pr0charge
before starting this way on besi
Nits. Joseph Randall of Ninth ar..1 to neniphii.
airainit him. He claimed to have sides that it shall be done only with
RVILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
stumbled in there while drunk, and the approval and consent of the sec- Clark streets is convalescing after a
o 'the housebreaking warrant was retary of the treasury and the comp- several weeks' attack of la grippe
Dr. Frank Crane's Epigrams.
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
dismissed, and he was fined for in- troller. This is increasing the pow- in s serious, form.
(From sermon preached by Dr
Nrr. Robert Williams. the bicycle
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.
toxication.
Frank Crane, Union Church. Worer of the financial officers of the govIn $too bond Dennis Reed was ernmest over the finances of the dealer, is, very low with stomach
cester. Mass.)
trouble at the residence of his sister,
held to the grand jui'y on the charge country.
Instincts can ,only be called ilia inc
Mrs. H. C. Allison of Broadway near
of petty larceny.
Rather this power should be diwhen they are carried over into the
-Ninth
street.
Until tomorrow usia postponed the minished. So long as the secretary
spiritual realm.
against is a man proof against all temptamalicious ci,tting charge
There is no owndship but the reTo
Test Olive Oil.
John Montjoy, colored, who is ac- tions, such as we he reason to besult of labor. We really own only
The simplest way to ascertain de.
cused of cutting John Hill. colored. lieve the incoming 'head at the dewhat we hase created or developed.
during a fight 'in Mechanicsburg, one partment is, there is little danger to purity of olive oil is so freeze it
Nothing belongs to our life but
Pure olive oil has the exclusive propnight last week
he apprehendedo In the past, howevwhat we have gi%en our life for.
310 Broadway
erty
of
freezing
at
three or four deTom Trimble was given a continti- er, the keen observer of events has
I speak of a higher ownership
ance until next Monday of the case seen that which at least has made grees above zero, whereas other oils than legal, I mean that of the spirit,
where he is accused of failing to 'him suspicious and apprehenivc. The need a temperature of ten degrees and in this realm we can inherit nothproperly support his child
ing and no man can give us anything.
power to check retirement is a dan- below ?cr.,
Until today was continued the war- gerous one.
We own what use earn, what we give
On the Right Tack.
tart charging Will Albritton. colored.
The provision which removes the
our life for.
The petition of the unmarrie,:
with cutting Levi Calhoun'. colored injunction against' deposits of govThe best reason why a farmer
&tiring a fight on lower Court street ernment customs receipts in banking women of a Massachusetts town for owns his 'farm is that
it: so
ten nights ago,
institutions &signaled by the secre- a tax en bachelors shows tbat they all the real property I have, in the
$100,000
Capital stock
have
some idea of the tax question.
The court put off until today the tary as depositories of public montruer values of life, consists in the
It
wouldn't
be
possible
tp
add
any
with
to
Taylor
is
warrant charging Walter
Surplus
friends whom I has-e tilled by my
$34,000
ey is to be commended.' But it
malicious %mischief by putting the be commended only in that it permits more taxes to the married maft's love and purpose.
sharp nail in the Dixie Mill banister and in permitting, approves, the pol- !Witch.
JeStli had no house nlar land, nor
I nterest paid on time deposits. Prompt. attention given
where Maple Abernathy snagged a icy of depositing instead of hoarding
money. but only a few men, that he
to business intrusted to us.
CHILD;
hole in his stomach on sliding down in the government vaults the cus- MARRIED
could call "mine.4
GETS
TEN
YEARS
the banister. Abernathy could not toms receipts. The possibility of
There is no real ownership, even
N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest.
be pr.ssent yesterday.
designating a :ink depository which
in the case of Goa, except in souls;
The breach of the peace charge shall receive advance information of Sam Martin,, Wedded White Girl the Lord's portion is his people.
Only Eleven Years of, Age.
against Robert Fisher was dismissed, the intention of the government yet
We are SC, busy getting things
that against Lucy Ryler and Mary exists. That such will not be done
from wilt.' people that we never
Both Phones, No. Soo.
Crab Orchard, Ky., March 4 —Fol- think that after all that which is
Elliott continued over until today, depends upon the existence in office
• while John Lowe was fined $s for of a high-minded man of strict in- lowing an investigation by the Laurel most truly ours is the values we
that charge.
tegrity. not subject to influences ex- county grand jury, revealing the fact create in other people.
that Sam Martin, about forty years
A Pollock was fined $5 and cot.ta erted to a aeltish end.
The fool dream; of affluence, the INSURE VirITH.
for driving his horse through the
The other provision iS a mere ol(1, dark of color, but claiming to he wise man of friendships.
streets at a gait faster than allowed amendment of existing law that will a white man, had been married at
The question is not; "Do you
by law.
permit the issue of notes of a lesser Fariston, Ky., to Martha Rush, a lit- meet 'he conventional tests? Do you
Dempsey. denomination that is now permitted, tle white girl eleven years old, a go to-church to avoid card playing."
Charles Perry, John
John Thomas. .Teise Spiceland and in exchange for larger certificates quick trial resulted in sending The real question is, "Do you stand
hime to the pen for ten years.
Mike Brady were all fined Si and which are to be
permanently for the higher values?
It was developed in the a.xamina- Do you steadily set the spiritual
co-ts each for being drunk.
The measure, as a. whole, is disappointing. It solves no problem and tion of the girl and her mother that above the sensual, truth above the
PUTS BUGS IN FEATHER
is an advance only in that it approves Martin had secured the consent of seeming. others above self, the or:erPhones:Office 385—Residence 1696
BEDS TO SELL HIS SPRINGS. and permits the deposits of customs the mother to the marriage, had- r:riming pleasures above the yielding Mace 306 Broadway
obtained
the
license
from
Eagle.
County
moneys.—Brooklyn
pleasures?"
Clerk Davidson, at London, by repThere is no victory for the spirit
Schethe Resorted to by a Swindresenting the grl to be fifteen years without a set purpose: why should
ARCHIE ROOSEVELT DOWN
ler on the Tennessee Border.
•
old, and had found a minister of the we regret our imapirituality when we
WITH DIPTHERIA; WHITE
Glasgow. Ky., March 4.—A new
From Isaac Shelby to ;. C. W. Beckham
HOUSE IS QUARANTINED gospel who performed the ceremony. make more effort to get bread and
swindler has made his appearance
ALL OF
and made the necessary returns to clothes than to get nobility and dialong the Kentucky and Tennessee
4.—Archie the clerk's office, receiving a small vinity of stature?
March
Washington,
border, and his victims are numbered
fee for his services.
The higber life is the one thing
Ity the score: in fact, almost every Roosevelt. who a day or two ago
As soon as the affair became we cannot get 'iCt1101.1t a great paswhite
the
around
gamboBing
was
one he has visited has been victimgreatest known strsang indignation showed it- sion for it.
ized. The man sells an inferior grade house offices and took the
of Ell self against the man and tlse child's
sled
the
riding
in
delight
The First Time Their Pictures Have Ever
of bed springs. He enters -a home
Alaska.- was mother, and was promptly reported
from
Wisdom,
the
"man
Words
of
Smith,
Been Published.
and asks permission to examine the
yesterday. The report to the grand jury, then in session in
The innocent are gay.—Cowper.
feather beds. With his knife he rips put to bed
The
Evening
Post
hse for several Teens c-Aeavored to secure pictures of all Kentncky
was that he had tonsilitis. London. the investigation resulted
would rather he sick than idle.—
Governors end has i.t lic,t succeeded in mei-inns them through the •saisuince of the Kennot,: the tick and thrusts in his hand yeiterilly
tucky State Iiistoeual Society.•
the physician of the white in an indictment being returned Senaca.
Rixey,
Dr.
and brings forth a handful of feathin order to piece these pictures in a permanent form,they have been arranged In a
was called in and advised that against Martin and a speedy triai
Courage leads to heaven, fear to
'croup in an up-to.dat• Miss showing. Kentucky with the latest census, pictures
ers, mixed with hugs, which he had house,
al/ the presidents of the United Stales. Rulers and Sites of all nations. steamship routes,
case be watched and that it might followed.
death.—Seneca.
the
taken from his pocket. Thes‘ he exstatistical data, history of the knseo-Japran War, also late maps of the United Snites, PanThe story of the misguided child'
The fool goes like the sheep. saybe something more than tonsilitis.
ama Canal; Eastern and Western Hemisphere, reports of the last three national census
hibits to the astonished household.
wife Was pathetic. The man is of ing. "Bah, bah!"—Cratinuss
and much other historical information.
Today iliptheria developed.
these homes, it is alleged, he placThlo unique and valoobto Atlas la FREE to ALL EVENING PO4 SUBSCRIBERS.
This afternoon the following state- for-bidding appearance, burly, misThat is every man's country where
It not Now a aboettbar send tics, Fort foIl year's subscription by mail or ga.00 for six
ed springs for $to that could have
ment was given out at the white shapen, and of ill countenance, while he lives best.—Aristophanes.
month's subscription. Understand that these rates are by mail only and that the subbeep pruchased for .$4.50. taking the house:
scription price by cerrier or agent 1510 cents per week.
the girl is fairly intellient and quite
Better suffer for truth than profThe Evening Post publishes six OT tI30te editions:fatly and the latest edition is sent to
bait inhabited feathers in exchange
"Archie Roosevelt has diptheria, attractive.. She is smal even for 'her it by falsehood—From the Danish.
each reader according to the time that it will reach them.
for the springs.
The world is perfectly beautiful.
but 'he now seems to be doing well. sage, and is perfectly childlike in
' The Evening Post is first la .eirerything And has the most State news and best
market reports.
He is isolated in the southeast room her manner. At _first she did not In it is a work of God.—Diogenes.
For all the people and against the grafter.
It is tunny to bear a man who has of the white hou.se and strict quar- seem to realige the significance of
There is a palate of understandIndependent always.
just explained to his wife why he antine is being Observed."
the sensation in which she was one ing as well as of senes.—Ben Jonroc the Home.
was out so late the night before lecThe report that the boy had been of the contra' figures. Later she son,
ture his son an truth telling.
LOUISVILLE. KV.
retold
the
whole
today
and
broke
down
and
congress
good
against
a
He who leaneth
stricken reached
it was reported that the president volting story with childlike frank- tree, a good shelter findeth
,Th'e reason, ithe taverage woman might not go to the senate tomor- ness, :
Quixote.
wants !c, be a man for a time is to row as usual to sign bills. It is anSuccess has a great tendency to
satisfy herself as to what men talk nounced
however that ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER conceal and throw a veil over the evil'
tonight,
about when no women are around. .Nrcttie'e Case is not serious.
AND GET RESULTS:
deeds of men.—Demosthenes.
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Makes Two Special Remedies
LANG BROTHERS
WHICH ARE DISPENSED UPON
ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHE
REVER SOLD

SOLD IN
PADUCAH BY

ESPERANTA DAY AT THE MORE HELL TO
SQUARE
WORLD'S FAIR
INCH IN CAIRO THAN
Official Tongue on That Date at
IN ANY OTHER
The
Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition
TOWN It S.
Undertakers and
Will Be This Tongue.
156 S. THIRD S MEET;
ILLS.
(Special Correspondence.)

Mattil EfingerMs Co.

-.11••••••

(Chicago Chronicle.)
The New York zoological garden species proved unavailing, but it was
is famous for the art with uhich the instrumetal in bringing to light a
econd species of a grass green color
natural environment of the vario
us
wild animals has beer) reproduced slashed with yellow, which proved
PADUCAEL•KY
.
Seattle, March t.—On one of the
One of the most picturesque sights in every way as great an expert at
(Cairo Telegram.)
in the park is Mountain Sheep hill. the gentle art of ogling as its more hundred and thirty-seven days of the
Evangelist Carlin is ready to take
somber-colored relative.
summer of texxe, during which the
where the wild sheep are housed and
gates of the ten-million dollar Alas- back one statement he made and to
allowed to run in a spacious enclos
apologize for it. He made the stateA long-established belief now se- ka-Yukon-Pacific exposition
ure. It was found at first that dewill be ment that hell
was eighteen miles
riously questioned, if not disproved, opened to the world, the
spite every effort to supply the
new inter- from Cairo,
but after staying here
wants of the sheep they did not ap- is that the various senses have each national auxiliary language, Esperare- three weeks
he has concluded that it
a special center in the brain. Nearly ta, will be the official mode
pear happy, and several died for no
of com- is NOT so far
away as that, THAT
half a century ago Broca decided munication. It was arran
ged this IT IS HERE.
apparent cause.
He says there is more
that the faculty of articulate speech week at a conference betwe
en John opposition to real
The sheep occupy a beautiful rus- is
•6
localized in the foot of the third F. Reihl, secretary of the
Christian work
eic barn %Inch is covered by a steep
Seattle and MORE HELL
cerebral convolution on the brain's Esperanto society and
TO THE INCH
roof and Lint with smooth shingles.
Henry E. IN CAIRO than
left side, and it has been understood Reed, director of explo
in any town in
ituion of the Southern Illinois
A he ivy runaway has beee placed in
that he has labourthat the removal of this part of the exposition, that one day
each 3 leoSi1 1011 that the sheep may
would be ed in.
brain wouloi cause loss of speech or devoted to the new tongu
e which a
climb to the roof. The opportunithat the brain of a person attacked million people are study
ing in thirty was quickly siezed by the sheep,
. Capt. John Smith.
by aphasia would show a lesion in ty different languages.
who are, of course, sure-footed aniDuring the
Capt.
John Smith, of Willoughby,
this place.
week in which the Esperanta fair day
mals
Thereafter the flock spent
in Lincolnshire, was the man to
A like investigation by Dr. Pierre is arranged there will be held
the greater part of its time on the
in Se- whom the success of the
Marie of Paris does not confirm this attle a convention of
English per311 the Esper- manent setlement
steep roof of this barn.
in North America
theory. More than forty autopsies anta speakers in North
America.
The shingles are smooth, affording of aphasic subjects have
It is the intention of the Seattl was directly due. , Though only .ae
shown no
e when the expediticin sailed with
very little foothold. Every part of case in which this part
BIGGEST AND OLDEST. IN
him
of,..the brain society, which is one of the strongWORLD
the roof slopes in ,one direction or has been attacked, but
an extensive est in the world, to have in the edu- on board, he had already enjoyed
another at very steep and perilous cerebral hemorrhage
such
a
succe
ssion
of
thrill
ing
experhas been noted cational building of the exposition
angles, but the danger seems to at- in most cases. Furth
er than this, one of the finest and largest Esper- iences as was the lot of few men
tract the animals. They scamper up loss of speech is usuall
even in the adventurous age of Elizy attended anta exhibits that has ever 'seen
a
the steep runaway without the least by a diminution of the
abeth. At the age of 16 he had engeneral intel- gathered together. The entire
list tered on a military career in
effort, while a slip would drop them ligence, indicating that speec
France
h can of text books, published in thirty
te the ground and would likely prove not be assigned to any
and the low countries. In atoo he
epecial part. languages, a thousand postcards
in
fatal. So far there have been lies
Esperanta, representing all the Es- sought service against the Turks,
fatalties. The sight of the flock f
Vienna still retains its unenviable peranta societies in the world, phon- who were then at the height of their
enow-white sheep silhouetted against
power and had only lately ceased to
preeminence aneong the capitals of ographs talking. singing and orating
If
the dark roof is exceedingly attractthrea
ten Vienna itself. On the way
Europe in the record of its Suicides. in Esperinta, all the books that have
ive.
East he was thrown overboard as
The picturesque roof line In the
a
been
publithed or translated into Esyear which 'has just ended
seems to comfort the sheep absolute- 423
persons-- 313 men and :12 w otter n peranta will be shoun, weekly lec- Hugenot, and was rescued by a pily for the loss of the steep cliffs of
rate, from whom his inexhaustible
—compitted suicide, while eoe men tures will be given upon the new
the Rocky mountains.
resou
rcefulness enabled him to esand women attempted unsuccessfully mode 'of communication, and if posA brand new home, just compl
cape after a time. He then entered
eted, front porch with large
to do so. Curiously enough, more sible there will be held a couple of
column, back porch lattcied in.
the
Austr
ian
servic
e
and
Reception Hall, Parlor, Large
soon
signal
A resident of Singapore recently self-murders occurred in the summer classes weekly at announced times,
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Room
,
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g
Room
himse
,
lf
by
Kitch
a series of brilliant
en Two Closets in Bed
had a strange experience while sit- than in the winter, forty-eight in in order that the public may be able
Room, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen
Sink and Water. Located on
ting in a garden at Buitzenrorg Java. May against twenty-eight in Novem- to attend and watch the latest meth- exploits. One of these—the defeat
lot
eoxid
of
o
three
feet.
Turki
sh
champ
ions in single
Watching a captive spider remarka- ber.
ods of teaching Esperanta- and grasp
fight, earned hint We well-known
ble for the possession of a pair of
The victims were all ages, ranging the quickness with which the, lancoat of arms, "titre Turk's heads in
eyes which glowed like gig lamps from an old man of Re to a little girl guage may be learned.
s shield," from Sigismond Bathori,
"Espe
amid a cluster of small eyes. he as of eight years. Sickness was the
ranta," said Mr. Kiehl, after
INCORPORATICD.
amazed to see that the gig lamps motive alleged in eiS ctses, unhappy the conference with the fair manage- Prince of Traneyhania. Later he
was taken prisoner by the Turks,
slowly changed in color from brown love affairs in 6e, family strife. 23. ment, "is playing a greater pain in
See L. I) Sanders, Office aee Soette
Who creed his escape to. the interest
Sixth. Phone 765.
to grass green and back again to satiety of life ee and poverty et. the world than most people imagine
which
he
inspir
ed
In
a
Turki
sh
lady.
who
t -own
have
Twelv
Further, as if to increase
not taken up the subject. "What
e women and 119 men shot
ve4 aston
ever might happen," as Gardiishment. the creature proceeded themselves, 19 men and 32 women In Europe they are already cores_
vending in it for commercial pur- ner says, "he was always able to 41111161104111Wame* 4.110-1-.10448
to change the color of its eyes al- took poison, ehile to men and
64.11111**
turn
it
to
accou
nt.
In
the
worst
ternately, thereby exercising a most women threw themselves front top- poses. This we hope will extend
and become general until every letter dangers he knew what was the right
encanny fascination over the mere story n Melon e.
thing to be done."--Londeen Outfrom 3 nation to a foreign one
man. There was something so diashall look.
bolically deliberate in these changes
Mosquitoes arc found to prefer ne- be in this mode of speech. Then
we hope that it will extend to literas to 'hake it seem that the actor grocg to whites, a black
dog to a
Strange Minnesota Lakes.
ature, to diplomacy, to the sciences,
took a genuine pride in the perform- white one and a dark
colored resting
"There arc three remarkable chains
and become general, be taught in the
ance. The offersof a %itlielaneiet re. place. Careful lest'
have
ard for other specimens of the same tended to a great numbe been ex- schools and in fact be as familiar to of lakes in Northern Minnesota,
r of enoamong the headwaters of the Missisphelea. showing that they choose each citizen ae the English apthabet." sippi," said D. B.
Stark. of St. Patel
Sevzral services in Esperanta have
colors in the order of dark blue,
"These are known respecti*ly as
been
arran
ged for at the great na- the
dark red, brown, red, black, gray and
Man Trap, Crow's Wing and
violet, and that azure. ochre and tional Christian Endeavor convention Fish Hook chains, and
there are
which
will
gather th'e coming sum- about
White are distasteful and yellow exforty lakes in the three chains.
tremely so Confirnling these results mer at Seattle. A series of concerts In some places they
are so close toa Swiss malaria expert has Pound is being given in Eeperanta. at Se- gether that lakes
of all three chains
that of leo mosquitoes three-fourths attle. t which there is no other ton- wil be within half a mile
of each othgue heard, from the directions given
settle on dark colors.
by the ushers to the patrons as they er, but there is the widest possible 41118gaIsaHessmassaisloogima NINNINIII~11411141*410441*411011~11/44/410.411
0
difference in them.
Ila
Experiments demonstrates that fish enter, till the vote of thanks moved
"The
'Wan
Trap
chain
411.
is
almos
t
are not eaeily susceptible lo sounds. to the chairman at he close of the fifty feet higher than
either of the
if, indeed, they are not entirely deaf. evening's entertainment.
two other c'haine, and the eleven
At
the Esperanta day at the AlasWhen a rod immerged in a bowl of
lakes which comprise it have no inlet
water in which fis'h are placed is tap- ka-Yukon-Pacific exposition it is es- or outlet to any other water
decor poratta)
s. Still
timat
ed
that there will be two score
ped the fish make. no movement, but
the lake is teeming with muskallonge
Paducah Real Estate. Western Kan- they are most easily startled by any thousand people who will be able td and there are
no other varietiee of
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay- object brought within range of their speak the newer speech. They will fish in any of the
lakes. The waters
ment Lots for Investment. Wester& eyes. On the other hand, the fish come from all North America, and are clear and cold at
all seasons, and
Europ
e
nil!
send her delegation.
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and dart away the moment that the rod is
the fish are unusually game.
SUPERIOR.FACILE rigs FOR HAN
DLING PEZIGHT, MA CHM.
broug
ht within %ight of them.
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
"The other two chains teem with
ZEE
Azu HOU88310,LD GOODS.
The Montana Yell,
for it. Office Fraternity Building.
game fish, but in no instance has a
4
The college "yell" is a great 'cc- muskallonge ever
There is a little village at the 'foot
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, Paduben caught in
of the Litchfield mountains not far vice of the colleges to literature. either. Pickerel are
011111C2 SZCOTIDr AND
cah, !Cy.
so plentiful
MOB ROE. BOTH MONIS.
.4. firm Waterbury. Conn . in which Ketch talent is devoted to the compo- that they
drive the bass away from all
scarcely a child is to be seen Prac- sition of this barbaric yawp, and bait, and it is altevost impossible
to
tically all the residents are old peo- excellent results have been obtained. catch bass, although there are some
Wk
are
bound to say, however, that fine ones in both chain'
ple who have been born and brought
s. There has
up in the little vilage and 'have never the "yell" raised by the members of never been a satisfactory explanatio
n
the
Monta
na Society Saturday night of the presence of muskallong
been farther away than Waterbury—
e
enly
twenty-five miles. The inhabitants is more polyphonous and filling than in one chain, and every other game
of this quaint semi-abandoned town anything that we have heard, even figh common to the region in other
_
s, us.
number less than seventy-five. Once from the ingenious youth of Kan- lakes without the muskies.
.upon a time it was a much larger sas:
"Wollygaloop, galoop, wallygaloop.
,and prosperous community, but likeI) VIN T
Women Indoors Too Much.
many New England towns it has galoop, galoop. Yee-yip-yee-owl"
(Good Health.)
This has the divine zip and madbeen'left to' take care of itself while
%Wit Ilk I';lit
Indoor life, with rite numerous arness.
A
man
scalp
ed
to
the
the
farmers moved to the nearby
sound of tificial and unwho
lesome conditions
cities to enter business instead of de- it would die happy.—New York Sun. which
it imposes, is a powerfal facvoting their energies to tilling the
One good thing about this wisdom tor in lowering the vitality, diminsoil. The average age of the resiishing the power to resist disetee and
dente now living there is in the of the college graduate is that he in maint
aining -a continual ciontgct
event
ually gets over ii
neighborhood of the foitr-score mark.
with conditions productive ofl disease.. Mlonkeys arid other wild aniFirmness is- the word a man areCertain moth larvae living in pines
mals deteriorate rapidly ir. captivity
• Racontly Enlarged e
in parts of' France have been' seen plies; to that quality which the rest because
of the deprivation of fresh
WITH
of
the
world terms his obstinacy.
marching in single file, the leader
air and sunshine to which they are
spinning a thread to which each foleaturally adapted. Civilized women
Gazetteer of the World
If anOther woman said the same
lower adds, and one of these singuGood plumbing means
almost compelled to live sedenare
With more than 25,000 titles, bard on the
lar processions noticed last •April things about a man that his wife says tary lives.
latest census reetarns.1
good health and this comThis Tact accounts in a
him,
to
his
wife would kick tip a big large
near Arachon included 1.14 individNow Biographical Dictionary
degree for the almost ttniverbined with modern sani:ar.
eontainina the zanies of over netne noted
uals. The processions are formed at disturbance immediately.
sa/ invalidism among them.
fixtures helps to keep the docor out
persons, date of birth,death,etc.
night as the larvae leave their nestg
of your house. "tasciard" Porcelain
Edited by W.T.BARRIS.
to feed on young leaves and in the
I.L.D
•
United States Contaa
Buffalo Robes Scarce.
hadooerof Rd neatioil.
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
day when they descend to burrow in after a severe struggle, in which the
(Kansas City Star.)
2380 Quarto ragas
health
y bath rooms, art sanitary and
the
sand
and
pass
to
fishe
am nom
the
pupa
rman came near going to the
stage.
mensureak... akie IShelber.
"Buffalo robes writ soon be a thing
have a beauty all their own.
bottom of the sound, it was swung of the past," said
NeededinEveryHome
a local dealer who
If you intend making bath room imThe man who landed a strangety up to an arm of .a post and a snap- has
had six robes for sale this winAlso Webster's Caleglisee Olcusaery
queer
provements, let us show you samples of
looking member of the finny shot taken. The length of the, fish
us Pisa
0, Sue Elarroiss.
ter, the property of a citizen who
Raider IIIIIIIen 700:fa Wawa Sliaises.
tribe thought he had caught a sea is not definitely known, for who ever
this famous ware. We guarantee good
could not affenet to keep the precious
D•Lea'Atkin sks1;ieg se. Moue elm.
serpen
t. He was fishing in Puget gets the truth about a fine catch like
work, prompt service and attention no
aw plebes, os bible wpm 55f,1 blailInge.
skins longer., Five of them have been
sound and expected nothing quite so this? Rut it is long enough, to satismatter
how small or how large your job.
sot!,
Illesteeserweistive."111mlesseelpemokita.
while
$eoo
and
has been offerremarkable as this creature, which fy the cravings of the most aspir
ing'ed for the last of the lot the dealer
•G. C. MEW/LIAM
---7
4
1F'1
11
E.
D.
HAN
NAN
.
has something of the appearance of devotee of rod and reel. It
pew i•h•rs. SariaaftesIdCO..•
Is cone is hole:Trig it for $600, the price deBoth Phones 201
. Mu...
a sea horse long drawn out.
132 St 41h. 10
siderably more than the, height of an I mend
ed by the owner. The robes
When the fish was fittally. landed average mane
t411111/1'are not unusually large, either,
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VICTIM STILL LIVES.
tI
AIWOUNCEMENT
we can well afford to adopt it wherMcKNIGHT
ever the people 'desire or prefer to I
30seph Shine Was the Man Shot ea
Announces As a Candidate For
grant franchises."
Mayor.
‘41MMIIIMIONIIr
Los Angeles by Thomas
City Treasurer.
We are authorized to announce the .
J. Stroud.
PUBLISHED BY THE
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
Another candidate for the high and
subject to the Democratic Primary to
( !REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
• 011ie-James For Leader.
Friends here learn with pleasure
important
office of city treasurer en•
(Incorporated.)
Congressman 011ie M. James of that Joseph Shine, the man shot at he held Thursday, May 2, 19.
ter the field in the person of Mr.
Los Angeles, Cal., by Thomas J.
John W. NicKnIght the well known
4 IRA Register Building, 523 Broadway this district is mentioned for the •Stroud, is not dead but getting well.
We are authorized to announce the
ex-banker and businees man.
PLANS FOR PROPOSED NEW
leadership of the minority in the litIV
....------candidacy
of
G.
R.
Davis
for
mayor,
For 47 years Mr. MCKnight has
President congress, and we believe that the He will recover if pneumonia does
BUILDING AT SHELBYE. WILHELM,
not set in in the wound. Shine says subject to the Democratic Primary t-° I been a resident of Paducah,and durVILLE.
Treasurer
JOHN WILHELM,
democrats will he honoring the party he has been in arrears with his union be held Thursday, May 2, teo7.
, ing that time he has built up a repuSecretary
WILHELM.
S.
ROBERT
if it should bestow this honor upon dues, and he thought Stroud as foltation for honesty and integrity secz
We are authorized to annopnee the ond to none. For fifteen years he
,
Gibraltar lowing him. He called Stroud a
representative
the
of
the
PaduPostoffice
of
the
at
Entered
"Spotter" and the latter called
Shine candidacy of Joe E, Potter fol, mayor, was assistant, cashier of the First Will Be of Fire Brick, Trimmed with
.
Stone and Will Cost About
gab, Ky., as second-class mad matter district, who has distinguished him- a"scab." Shine struck Stroud, but subject to the Democratic Primary to National bank of
this' city and at
t3o,000.
self by always being found on the before he could strike a second time be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
present is engaged in the, hardware
ee.00
One Year
is
James
shot
Stroud
him
through
Mr.
the
people
right
side of the
business. His large experience in'
2.50
City Clerk.
Rix Months
'business and handling finances emian aggressive debater a id unselfish breast, the bullet puncturing 'his lung
We are authorized to announce neatly qualities hint for the duties of
March 4.—The
Three Months
Stroud is foreman for the Salt Lake
Jo in his aims. With four years' experCity Clerk Henry Bailey as a cando the office to which lie aspires, and if building committee of the 'home for
shops at Los Angeles, and Shine
One week
ience in congress he has broadened switchman for the Saute Fe.
date for re-eLection to the office of elected he will make a
model aged and infirm Mesons of Kentucky,
paper
this
receive
to
failing
city clerk subject to the Democratic treasurer.
composed of Judge Howard
to a degree that qualifies him for
Anyone
R.
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2, I Mr. McKnight sonic years ago Ft-elicit, of Mt. Sterling; John A.
regularly should report the matter to leadership.
His importance as a SAID MAN WAS
FROM PADUCAH. 1907.
The Register Office at once. Tele- 'member of conrress has not turned
served the city as treasurer ans.I Ramsey, of Owingpville; Grand Masphone Cumberland 303.
made a cleats clear cut business rec- ter Samuel K. Vatsch, of Carlisle
his head or increased its size, as so
We are authorized to announce ord. As councilman and school anti Dr. W. F. Beard and E. J. Doss,
A Visitor to Mayfield Comes Out
often occurs to men so honored, but
Maurice M. McIntyre as a candidate , trustee. in years gone by he made a of Shelbyville, was caled fur purpose
With a New Story of
for city clerk, subject to the Demo- most efficient and conservative official of considering plans for the erection
Murder and Fire.
on the contrary hisotatural common
cratic Primary to be 'held Thursday, and was a true representative of the of a new building on the home site
sense has enabled hint to see and
la mile east of Sheltie silk, the preMay 2, 1907.
in
late
The
tire
the
"ghost"
of
'people.
feel that he is but one of many men
tint building being wholly-lwadequateMayfield, in which the stranger.
Being
a
life
long
democrat
Mr.
'Tuesday Morning, March 5, zeo7. endowed with brains,. 'While .1q..T. Coyle, lost his life, won't down. The
City Treasurer.
McKnight becomes a candidate sub- and deficient in accommodations for
J2IneS is a politician see believe him Mayfield Monitor says:
We are authorized to announce the ject to the democratic primary clec- the purpose, tinanimotisly selected
the plans offered by Atchitett Lytle
Municipal Ownership.
to be fair and square in his dealings; "A man who lives south of the candidacy of William Kraus for city tion
•T. Gruber, of this City and he was
and
is
Whose
withheld
city
name
by
treasurer,
subject
to
the
Democratic
friends
and
party
and
his
loyal
to
Both of the local corporation ordirected to prepare the necessary
request was in the city Wednesday. Primary to be held Thursday, May 2, •
JAS. T. McKINNEY.
specificatioes. The cprunsinee will
gans came out in flaring headlines yes- considerate of his foes when such is and told the Monitor that on the S907.
meet again on March at to award the
terday over the same article in which due them.. It is lime for Kentucky Sunday evening that the party who
Announces for Representative From contract.
and
more,
once
front
get
to
the
to
house
boarding
the
burned
in
was
We
are
anthorized to announce the
it was attempted eo 'how that muniMcCracken 'County.
Tit,
he new structure will be in
t
On West Broadway was from Pa4to candidacy of John W. McKnight' for
cipal ownership is a failure in Lon- we know of no one in whom the
shape
letter
of
the
witiu,a
ironsthat
Pathe
he
depot
was
cab;
in
at
city
treasurer,
subject
to
the DemoIn the regular column of this irtie age of leo feet and a deptk•of
don. The reading of the article in masses of the democrats of this state, ducah, and that The man who after- cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
will
be found the formal announce- feet. It is to be eonstrecteil of
011ie
in
than
confidence
more
have
question shows conclusively that it
Car-.
wards was burned said to some men, May 2, 1907.
•
ment of Mr. James T. McKinney, the ter county tire brick, trimmed with
4antes.
standing
who
were
around, 'Let's
was padded out in one of the many
well known farmer of New Hope sec- Bedford stone, and hatie
tiled roof.
have a drink.' He says that several
City Attorney.
bureaus established and maintained
tion, as a candidate to represent :It- It will be heated by !deem, lighted
by
went and drank with him, and he
We
are
authorized
to
announce
the
Cracken county in the lower house 'electricity and have a
SenWonders will never Cease
by the pnblic utility cerporations of
complete
told : them be was going to May- candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr., for
America. There was an election re- ator Spooner of Wisconsin has re- field, and one man in the crowd said city attorney, subject to the Demo- of the next general assembly.
water-works plant Installed.
The
Mr. McKinney has spent all of his building will have siventy-five apartcently in London, and the corpora- signed. Just 'think of it, a United he would come eith him. He says cratic Primary to be held Thursday, life
in McCracken county and reared ments and furnish accommodatione
tion organs take up that fact and Stages senator resiging. We take it that they got on the train, and that May 2. 1927.
a family of eleven children. Ile has for sixty-five
inmates in .addition
the man who Caine
purposely distort the result into that Mr. Spooner is a man of limited the next morning
always taken a lively interest in pubsuPerintendents
out with hint went back in a bugWe ate authorized to announce the lic affairs and is thoroughly posted quarters foe the
meaning that 'municipal ownership is means end returns to the practice of gy, and stopped at a house near acandidacy of Frank A. 1-11C.Ils, for on the issues of the day. He made family and nurses.
The new building is ill cost between
a failure. One month &go the same law which he expects to find more ducale and ate his breakfast,
city attorney, subject to the Demo- a gallant confederate soldier and afeeeeson and $3o.istio. The appropriapaid for it out of a five dollar bill, cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
subsidized gangs were proclaiming profitable than serSiniz the people.
ter the war returned to his farm tion was authorised at the
last meetand that the horses were very Meth May 2, 1907..
that in Chicago municipal ownership
where lie has devoted all of his time ing of the Kentucky
Masonic Grand
fatigued. Ile says he farmer at
except
when
his friends were ill and lodge held in Lonisinle.
was a failure, but Mayer Dunne as
Owensboro's Ira's Lasses.
whose house the party got brealchw
City Assessor.
needed his services in the capacity
candidate for re-election. oa an
month ago the Inquirer called at- on Monday morning knew the mail
NVe are authorized to announce W.
nurse, in the duties of uhich OLLIE
JAMES
ownershop t.:Limn to the exceptionally small and knew that it was the same mail Stewart Dick as a candidate for re- of a
MAY
out-end-out municipay
he
quite experienced. Mr. tclosses,
SEEK
Owensboro's
fire
amount
of
LEADERSHIP
came
party
with
to
who
this
the
city
democratic
the
election
assestor,
office
platform
of city
to
swept
the
OF THE MINORITY.
argument in favor of a on Sunday likening that was burned subject to the Democratic Primary Kinney is universally knoen as $n
-city
primaries
that
two and made an
ra
honest man, and he would make a
up in he fire. For reasons of hi., to be held Thursday, May 1, 1907.
loner rate of lire insurance than
safe, careful and painstaking repre- Strongly Tipped aa,• Possible Can
necks ago and will be re-elected by now granted to Owesboro insurers own he refused to tell the name
sentative
and guard well the public's
overwhelming
majority
the
at
didate for Captain of Danaseranc
an
by the fire insnrance companies, says the parties, but said that he had tced
City Jailer.
inttrest.
Party in the New House.
the
proper
authorities."
If the
eeneral clechou.
elec- the Inquirer. Fro'in November to to
NVe are authorized to announce the
liefitg a life long democrat 'his canalarm
an
not
jenuary
was
3
there
show
results
Londen
candidacy
in
cif
Joe
for
A.
city
Purchase
tion
didacy is subject to the 'action of the
Washington, March 4-4)llie Jame,
WATER FRANCHISE
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri- democratic. mass convention to be
• defeat for munitipal ownerfhip turned in at the fire department. In
was strongly tipped today as a posIS FORFEITED. mary to be held Thursday, May 1,
alarms.
seven
only
there
Jenuary
were
held at the court house. Saturday, sible candidate for
corporation
as claimed by tier
democratic leader
and the losses of the January fires
1907.
March 30, at a o'clocleei
of the house in the Sixtieth congress.
organ., then by the &Ante tc.kcti may
Oust
Supervisors
Fr..i.co
so
Vote
exceeding
sum
aggregate
did net
a
If he enters the race it will become
Company Fro-n
we not also claim that by the over- $150.
We are authorized to.announce the
interesting, as there are prospects alCHANCE fiOR JOE
candidacy
(Billy)
of
W.
Read
T.
for
Mayor
whelming renomination
For February there were only three
TO
LOSE FAT
JOB ready of a lively fight, and the addicity jailer, subject to the Democratic
Dunne that municipal owneraitip 'has alarms, and in all three the alarms
tion of a candidate front Kentucky
eSan'Francisco,
4.—At
A Primary to be held Thursday, May 1,
Cal.,
March
proven a magnificent euccess in Chi- were due to the burning out of flues, stormy meding Saturday
President Said Not to Be Pleased would draw support from both Wilboard
the
1907.
liam amt Dearmond. James adistatof
With Blackburn's Efforts to
cago? .Nnil then remember Chicago and there was not a•cent's loss at all oi supervisors declared forfeited to
of them For the past four months
that several
I
Subsidy
Kill
Ship
Bill.
representatives
had
the city and county of San Francisco
is hut a few hundred miles from tee fire lasses in Owensboro
We
are
announce
the
authorized to
have not
broached the subject to him.
Paducah, and London is thousand& aegregated more than et5o. The fire she franchise and works of the Spring candidacy of Sam L Beadles for city
His success in getting the 3-cent
—It is reWashington. March
I. alley %%later company, upon which jailer, subject to the Democratie Priof miles away.
losses for last year were insignificantfare
bill through the house Saturday
President
ported
that
is
Rooseselt
the company itself places total esti mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
The truth of the business is, the ly small, due chiefly to the excellent
not very well pleased over Senator night has started quite a blem for
totr.
rxtted
value of $53,000,000.
Blackburn's aggressive efforts to kill him for leader.
corporations ice the handwriting on lire deparunent maintained by the
The action of forfeiture was tak, n
city, and for no year for several 'years
he 'hp subsidy bill, and that it may
We
are
authorized
announce
the wall and they are -doing everythe
to
past have the fires amounted to a tiy, the board of sueprvisors under the candidacy of Al. Hymarsh
have
some bearing on his appoint- ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
for city
;in--visions of a state law which the
thing in their power to blind the sum of any
AND GET RES1.11-7S.
ment as a canal commissioner
consequence.
subject
jailer,
to
the
PriDemocratic
company is accused of having vole. people and keep them in bondage
Owensbosto is`entitled to the lowest
mary
to be held Thursday, May 2,
for the purpose of continuing to fire insurance rate possi4le, and if ce by charging 1.)0.1 rte.edule rates n 1507.
tea,.
plunder them for the benefit of the the Business Men's assoCiaton would
We are authorized to arnounce the
select few who aeueeze inillioas of take up this matter nieh the rating VATERLAND AGROUND IN
board at the proper time it seems
•
profits from the. common -people each
FOG; DAKOTA HITS SHOAL: cindidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
that a lower rate ought to be secured
MANY STEAMERS COLLIDE jaller, subject to the Democratic Priand every year, but the American
mary to he held Thursday, May 2,
people are getting too smart for that
Who Less likely to Pall?
!VV.
Eight Lives Known to Be Lost in
gang of pluederers, and they just
The two young bank clerks Who a
Series of bbshaps in Far Eastlaugh at the eilly ma that appeared few days ago stole etoeno and are
We are authorized to announce the
ern Waters.
now traveling teward the penitencandidacy of R. M. Miles for city
in the News-Democrat and Sun yes-.
tiary have raised the question as to •
London. March 4—The Red Star jailer, subject to the DemdieratIc Priterday.
'which are Tess likely to steal—mar.- Line
-steamship Vaterland, 12,017 mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
Mr. Bryan sized up the situation teed men or single men?
tons. bound from Antwerp to New 1907.
VI/le ere inclined to think that the York,
when he recently wrote .the followwept ishore early today on the
question
of
marriage
does not enter Goodwin Sands, in a
ing:
School Trustee.
dense fog. The
"Just a word lie to sounicreal cor- into a man's integrity. If a man steamship is said to be resting easily
We arc authorized to announce the
porations. There has been growth in -marries a good woman he will be a on the shoal, but the tugs sent to candidacy of Ben Weille for school
public sentiment in favor of muni- better man; if he marries a had wo- her assistance from Dover will prob- trustee froin the Second ward, subcipal ownership A city can do its man lie wi/I be a worse man. If a ably make no attempts to relieve her ject to the action of the city demoown work better Than it can let it man s dishouest before he is mar- until the fog has lifted. Calls for critic primary to be held Thursday,
out to eorporatiees. In the begin- ried. he win ',probably he dishonest assistahce are coming from vessels May 2
after he is married.
in all directions in the channel and
ning ,a coloration presents its plans
The thing necessary to keep men many collisions
and promises to serve he people for
are reported. The
Representative.
• rertsonahle compessatiose as soon in the straight road is to pay them _steamers Marsala and Helene, both
We are authorized to announce the
sufficiently
so
that,
they
can
live
in
from German poets, mi. and *le candidacy of Eugene Graves for repas it secures e franchise it begins to
water rts Jock. and when the people comfort on their salary, can marry Helene was sunk,. eight of her crew resentative of McCracken county in
-try to regulate rates, the corporation on their salary, raise a family on a being drowned.
ehe general assembly, subject to the
Manila, March 3.—A dispatch from action of the denrvocratic mass conresorts to the coreuptioa of cost/icemen salary and save out of their salary
so
they
will
have
a
little
sum
to
live
. and city officiate We basic frequently
Yokohama says that the steamship vention, to be held March 30, by McDakota, valued at $4500,000, one of Cracken county voters at the county
'had the spectacle of eminently reput- on in old age.
If they are certaip of this they do the big freight
able men—men who staid 'high is
carriers owned by the court house.
society and even in the church— pot take gambler's chances. A gam- Great
Northern
Railroad. ran
PrINIME
secretly furnishing corruption funds bler's chance is embarking in some aground in Tokii Bay last night. All
We are authorized to announce the
outside
speculation
in
which
the
the passengers are safe and the.ves- candidacy of James T. McKinney for
to buy votes and debauch councils.
The public has as a matter of self- young man—or the old man for that sel is resting easily on a sandy bot- representative of McCracken county
matter—hopes to make a lucky turn tom. It is expected
she will be float- in the general assembly, subject to
preservation been compelled to step
in and undertake the work itself. The quickly and place 'himself in a posi- ed without much damage.
the action of the democratic mass
trend in this country and elsewhere is tion of financial independence.
convention,
to be held March 30, by
One
miflion
man
in a
makes this INVASION OF SALVADOR
• all in the direction of municipal own-McCracken county voters at the
lucky
ming
turn
money
by
procured
erhip.'' In our state we have an illusPLANNED BY NICARAGUA. conpty court house.
tration of the two systems, The city in a dishonest way, hut the other
of Lincoln owns its water works while eencelee of the million lose.
Fighting in Central America is BeContentment is a reat inducement
Patience of Missouri Wives.
the city of Omaha obtains water
coming More General.
(Ozark Democrat.)
trom rt -private corporation. While to ;torsi-teal .•cinesty. and that man is
Washington. March 2.—Official adEvery town has a lot of lazy loafthe people of Lincoln obtain their tontented whose work will give 'him vice rccived by the state department
• water from wells, the city furnish& enottgli money to live decently, ?net- today are to the effect that the fight- ers. Every town has a lot of lazy
water to the people at one-half the ry if he chooses and feel that in his ing in Central America has beEhme devils claiming to have such weak
backs ii they, undertook to split the
price per thousand cubic feet that i3 old age he is cast out of 'his job he more general, with Nicaragua
bearing kindling wood it would lay them up
paid in Omaha. where the water is will have enough money to keep 'MT the brunt of a three
-cornered conflict: for weeks. They allow their wives
out of the poorhouse.—Chicago
taken from the river and
conThere has been constant fighting be- to take in boarders and
aminer.
do washing
trolled' by a priiate corporation.
tween the forces of Nicaragga and to keep the family, but they are will—
Jimor
Wherever the cily takes control of
,
ifonduras, in whirl) Nicaragua. Is ing to bet the drinks that they can
r
Woman World's Oldeet Banker.
municipal plant there is generally a
stated
to
have
won
the
preliminary
shoulder a two-bushel hag of wheat
The oldest banker in the world is a
reduction in the cost to the people.
actions. '..Great public enthusiasm and standing in a half-bitshel measure,
an increase of wages to the employes woman, aged los, Deborah Powers,
confidence exist in Nicaragua, par- But When one of these cracker-box
and reduction in the hours of labor. senior partner in the bank of
ticularly
on account of the aggresi- statelmen passes in his checks his
Larieingberg,
EngSons.
an England they have gone to .the Power: &
Ficiffs of Salvador, which is leading wife, instead of holding a jolification
extent of fixing a maximum dividend land.
seaid to Honduras.. Nicaragua is *pre- meeting, will weep over his wOrthwhen a municipal franchise is grantN classic is a book for which there paring, to resist this interference less cadaver and spend a year's ined—thst ,is, a. corporation is not al_
which is' interpreted here to mean come on a funeral outfit that don't
lowed tti paY Mote than a certain is never any popular demand.
The less a man really knows the that in invasion if 'Solvadot is ie fit him when, he deserves to be
'dividend upon the stock. I believe
r
Cricked into- eternity in 'his shirttail. alio the elan j a yood one ;,oct th si more he insists on talking about it. prospect.
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Coats, Fine Suits
Shirtwaists and Skirts are being

•

TAX RATE ORDINANCE
ONLY 9 HOURS ELECT THEIR
RECEIVED TWO PASSAGES FOR OPERATORS SUPERINTENDENT
THE COUNCIL ENACTED IT LAST NIGHT, AND IT GOES TO
THE ALDERMEN THURSDAY EVENING—CITY SOLICITOR
WILL GET TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT. FOR COLLECTING
LAST
BACK TAXES DUE PREVIOUS TO
YEAR—COMMITTEE TO CONFER WITH BOARD OF WORKS REGARDING IMPROVEMENTS FOR SANITARY SEWERAGE PUMPING HOUSE—ORDINANCE WILL PERMIT NOBODY
TO
SKATE ON THE PUBLIC SIDEWALKS.

Washington, I). C., March 4.—The SCHIOL TRUSTEES EXPEC:
senate today passed the bill limiting
TO DO THIS DURING TOthe work hours of telegraph operators
NIGHT'S MEETING.
to nine hours. When the bill passed
the house the stipulations were for
eight hours, but the 9enNe amended Probable the Board Will Take up
the bill to read nine holies.
Shorter Day Question in Order
Every congressman and senator
to Hear From Public.
was deluged with telegrams asking
The ordinance fixing the city tax
B. Padgett- & Co. were refused a their support of the bill.
rate for 1907 at $1.85 per jicio taxa- license to open a saloon at 1249 liar,
As the members of the schof:
ble property was given two passages Oman street, the residents around LEGISLATOR DIES AT SUPPER
board have seen and 'talked personlast evening by the council, and will there protearting against the place.
Jewell Brothers were granted a End Comes Suddenly to J. M. Depuy ally with the applicants for superinbe finally enacted Thursday night by
tendent the board is'nowin position
the aldermen, when it becomes legal. license to open a saloon at toot
of Taney County, Missouri.
to
make the selection, which they ConSixth,
North
while
Paducah
Disthe
In adopting the bill last night the
councilmen directed City Auditor tilleries company 128 South Third
jefferson City, Mo., Marcl 4—Rep- template this evening during the regKirkland to turn the assessment street was granted a license to sell resentative J. M. Depuy of Taney ular monthly session at the Washingbooks over to City Clerk Bailey, so liquor in quanties between one quart county died here suddenly tonight ton building on West Broadway.
Professor A. E. Darrah of Union
the latter can commence at once and five galons.
v.hile eating supper at :his boarding
Chief of Police Collins reported Ile louse.
City,
Tenn., arrived here yesterday
making out the bills, showing how
,Ile was about 65 years of
much taxes each property owner had colected $446.65 fines and costs age and was serving his second term. and called on the trustees, he. being
an applicant. Professor Darrah has
owes the municipality for this year. in the police court during February,
All twelve councilmeu were pres- while $260.35 had been replevined and WOMAN FAINTS AT BAPTISM been superintendent of the `Union
ent last evening, Lindsay, Duval, $4a left on hand for collection.
City schools for years, comes highly
The board of supervisors recomFlournoy, Williamson, Van Meter,
recommended as a fine educator and
Services
and
is
Stopped
Congregation
Foreman, Lackey, Crandall, Herzog, mended that the 'assessed valustion
scholarly gentleman, and progressive
is Thrown Into Panic.
on John Keithley's property be reMeyers, Tuttle and Wilson.
man.
Second adoption was given ordin- duced $loo, and this was done.
It is more than probable that this
Sterling,
ill,,
March
4.-s-The
bapParties
counwere
present in the
ances ealing for the following street
evening the trustees will take up the
tonal
service
at
Tampico
Christian
work; concrete sidewalks six feet cil chamber to enter protests if W.
church was stopped and the congre- question of shortening the school day
wide on South Nineteenth
from Berry applied for a license to open gation
thrown into a panic today by several hours, and then hold the
'at 208 Kentucky avenue, and
YESTERDAY,. Broadway to Old Clinton road; six a 'aloof.
REFEREE BAGBY‘OF THE BAN ERUPT COURT
when
Miss
Ethel Samour fainted as matter up before the public in abeylicense
a
applied
Rickman
for
J.
M.
ORDERED THAT TRUSTEE CECIL REED OF THE E. REPI- foot concrete sidewalks on Fountain to open one on Bridge street in Me- she descended into the water.
ance for a month in order to find
FILE avenue from Broadway to Jefferson;
opt whether the majority of the peoKOPF SADDLERY COMPAN Y'S BANKRUPT CASE
parties
had
chanicsburg.
no
ocThe
NATIONAL grading and graveling of Paxton
ple advocate a shorter school day. or
SUIT AGAINST THE AMERI CAN - GERMAN
Where Men Bungle.
casion to protest, at the expected apTHE street from Bloom to Little street,
INTEREST
USURIOUS
$1
4.000
THE
DOUBLE
whther they want it to remain as at
BANK FOR
these
plications
put
were
on
Woman
by
not
likes
to
the
"go
play
beand Bloom from Paxton street to
BAS4K CHARGED THE RICH KOPF FIRM—REFEREE ALSO city limits; concrifte
people.
tween" where a man and a maid are present. The trustees state they want
„sidewalks
on
ORDERED THE TRUSTEE T0 SUE THE BANK FOR $26,000 Farley street in Mechanicsburg.
The public improvement committee concerned.. She will endure personal to do whatever the majority desires,
ADDITIONAL IT BEING VA tlE OF GOODS TAKEN ON
It was ordered that the. city so- was handed the proposition to see discomfort, fisk snapping friendship's and by holding it up for discussion
WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS.
give everyone
licitor, who is also collector of back what the I. C. will take for the sixty ties, and plot and scheme and plunge for a month, that
taxes due the municipality, be paid foot strip through its river front up to her ears in morasses of mendaci- ample time. to express their sentiRchkopf firm back to March 23rd. twenty-five per cent commission on property, so a passageway could be ty just to bring about an understand- ments. Already many are outspoken
A most rigid order that will hate the
of a shorter day, while others
lii ordere to get the exact fig- all back taxes he collects from teos built from First street throlgh the ing between surne particular he and in.
1905.
was
to be Complied with iinmediately
road's groueut to the wharfboat
thirk it shouM remain as in the past. •
back
to
'Not.
He
has
she
been
Whom
getting
she
imagines
to
be
suited
met
authorized
the
referee
Trustee
bankthe
of
!lie one, Referee Bagby
To the street committee and boar'd in some way to each other.
only ten per cent., but this does not
Men
ring codh yesterday issued, directing Reed yesterday to employ Professor justify 'him in doing the work.
of works was referred the property bungle this sort of
thinlks—Lady's
John
I).
Smith
and
Miss
Ella
DoneE.
the
of
that Trust m• Cecil Reed
Interesting Items.
An ordinance was ordered brought owners' petition, asking that Jackson Fietorial.
.k det ter of Thomas Jefferson avat
e Relikopf Saddlery company's bank- gas to go over the Rehltopt firm' in to grade and gravel Tenth street street be extended from Guthrie Vsold for $16o at an auction recently.
ruptcy proceeding file $54.000 oorth Woks and ascertain to a Sent the from Husbands to Elizabeth.
er.u, where it now ends, on out io
Alcohol Safer Than Gasoline.
Half a century ago the number of
et suits against the American-German amount of 'interest the bank charged, The financial statement for Feb- the city limits.
The greater safety of ,alcohol, as
Germans residing in Paris was
National bank in the United States the firm at a usurious rate. Mr. ruary showed $45.634.80 on hand
At the last meeting the council compared with gasoline, for
commer- 000.
court, that sum being value of ware- Smith is the expert accountant. while February t, while $12,1:45.97 was rev ordered brought in for adoption a cial uses is due to
the fact that it will
Miss
Donegan
bookwas
assistant
receipts
held
Nearly twenty-one million Cathobeak
lie
goods
ceived during the mentit. $13.746-76 law pros iding that only children of a not ignite from
1 ouse
pure radiated heat. as lics live under the
American flag.
spent, leaving $4397407 on hand certain age could skate on the public gasoline
for, and also the penalty for the bank keeper for the Rehkopf firm.
does; that wata ssill extins
The other suit the referee ordered March t.
Exports from the United States to
charging the Rehltopf firm usurious
sidesratiis with their troller skates. Knish burning alcohol,
while it. will England last year reached $665,025.Bills amounting to many thousand Last night the council directed that
interest on money loans The referee brought by the trustee against the
only spread a fire of gasoline, and 000. a gain over tgo5 of $i7,66o,0oo. •
bank
will
be
for
$26.000,
and
lodged
usury
the
dollars
were
allowed. including $t,- 'the ordinance provide that nobody,
directed that the suit for
that the flame of burning alcohol raThe new railroad recently opened
be filed by the a3rd of this month. by March 14. The Rchkopf firm put R45 With which to compromise the :to matter of what age, ran skate on diates very little beat,
while
that
of
?cross
$sbasoci
the isthmus of Tehuantepec
worth
of
its
stock
in
the
pubsuit
of
warehouse
Mrs.
wherein
Crutchfield,
she
the public pavements, as it is be- gasoline radiates heat very
and that for value of the
rapidly.
kill reduce the distance from New
lic warehouse for ssoreage purposes got $2,000 judgment in the court for coming quite a nuisance.
goods he instituted by March 14.
York to Honolulu to 5,6% miles, as
When the Rehkopi firm was kneed - hortly before failing. The recepits her husband, Thomas Crutchfield,
The ordinance committee was diWorkers Encouraged to Sing.
against the 6,668 miles via Panama
then
given
the
riding
firm
off
by
the
the
oarehousesteep
embankment
at
American
the
by
bankruptcy
rected to being an an ordinance stipuinto
A: the works of a Warrington
The board of education has issued
Getman National bank he produced man were taken by Rehloscif to the approach of the Suet street bridge lating that when any party bripirt a (England) firm of
soapmalccrs the an order forbidding teachers 'in the
across
Island
creek.
over
He
fell
merman-German
the
bank
and
put
up
that
show
documents in the court to
drove of cattle into the city there girl employes are encouraged to sing Tulsa schools to participate in.
funcside and broke his neck
shall accompany the beasts a suffic- part-songs while at work.
Ihis financial institution had caect- for loans to pay off previous indebttions of any kin& during the schen'
The
obThe
report
supervisprs
of
the
kity
edness
the
firm
through
incurred
two
ient number of hearders to prevent ject Is to relieve the monotony. In week. This leaves the ."schooled from his company during the
was tiled, showing all properties in
of the drove breaking away and the departments that naimber
years preceding the failure $1.s000 loans from the bank. The bank. after this municipality
more marms" Saturdays and Sundays only
salued at $toSsia - mi.run riser and damage people's lawns than 3o girls and have not noisy,
interest it a rate higher than allowed Keiikopf failed, took charge of the Bo.o for city tax purposes.
ma- on which thy are unrestricted. The
kis the law. The law says no bank goods called for in the receipts, sold , The supervisors stated in the docu- sod flower beds where no front chinery they are encouraged to sing order does not meet with favors-ears charge more than 6 per cent in- some of them and is boldIng the ment that they found the tire years' fences exist.
during the last hour of work in the Tulsa, Okla., News. ,
terest iin a loan made to any firm or other. Referee Bagby directs that tax exemption of the Dixie fills of •Stanley Miller. the assistant .city morning and in the afternoon.
In middle Tennessee there are
Mills-oh:al. and the Rehkopf house suit be brought against the financial Eighth and Jones had expired, and engineer, ipses I? locate in 'San Franlarge tracts of cedars, the berries of
which aerve to attract myriads of
claims this bank charged never less in•tionion for the full value of the recommended that the city assessor cisco March 15, and it was ordered
Peculiar Ailments.
robins in the winter. One small
than seven per cent and from that goods, $s5.000 This sum, added to' he instructed to enter ti-e property that he be paid hls half ,month's salMedical
terms
sometimes
undergo
litigation, upon he books, valuing it at $ta.ocio ary the middle of this month so he
on up to as high as ten per cent The ti' usurious interest
oonderful changes when handled by hamlet in this region sends to maramounts
to
$54,000,
which
will go for tax purposes.
hank
would not have to wait until the next ignorant people. A London woman ket annually enough robins to relaw provides that when a
tov.ards paying off the Rchlospi firm
turn $500 at 5 cents a dozen, equal to
The supervisors made some rec- courcil meeting for it.
charges Moro ehan the legal rate the
recently exclaimed that ,she had been
creditors
when judgmehts are pi-n- ommendations. and the finance comThe sewerage committee wit di- made a widow by "fiercy and am- taa.000 birds. They are killed at
borrOwer can recover double the total amount of interest paid. It being et:rid for the total sum against the mittee and mayor were directed to rected to confer with the board of monia," meaning pleurisy and pneu- night by torchlight with sticks.
There were some very candid Perlook into them and report
public works regarding the new gaso- monia Another who had bronchitis
$14.000 in this instance, the wit to bank.
sons in the time of George If. In
Mr. Rchkopf as examined per-• Ifeatth Officer Graves laid before line engine and other improvements
he filed will be in the neighborhood
said to an inqiiiring neighbor that her
of $.01.noo. The litigation cap not serially yesterday by the referee, it the council a long letter regarding desired at the sanitary sewerage sys- ailment was "brown critters on the 1731 the Gentleman's Magazine announced: Married, the Rev. Mr.'
collect for any longer than two years being the first time he has been able sanitation of this city, and the docu- tem pumping station on Third and chest."
Roger Ws's
York. abous 26 years
to
leave
was
filed
his
ment
away.
residence for the past
tiny.
hack dating from time the suit is filed.
age, to a I •acolnshire lady, upof
transfer
board
by
the,
ratified
mouth
The
on
account
of
sickness.
_
He
A.
Bundetman.
who elaims he is
therefore when this action is filed,
Keep Thread Factories Busy.
wards of'So. with whom he is to
Larch 33, it will be for double the was examined in many different mat- Mrs.'King of one half of 'her Oak sewerage -inspector. complained ter the
Men
and women of New York city have (S.S.-• r.olcy, 130o pet- anburying
Grove
Robert
lot,
to
cuuncil that the board of works require 55o,000 miles of thread to
aniount of interest liaid this bank by
.•
num.
snd four daring
Rickens.
would not recognize him as such, hold their clothing together each his
life only.
It was ordered that the Home of and give orders
FOUR
IN
A
MARITAL
MAZE
There is year.
to Him
RAILROAD COMMISSION.
the Friendless be donated a cemetery
still pending in the court the., suit
lot so there could be buried on it
A woman is never wholly certain
Life's Outlook aa We Make it.
Mass and District Conventions Will Father and Daughter Wed Brother any children or grown person dying to test the case, and the complaint
and
Sister
in
Double
Ceremony.
she is right until the rest of the
referred to the board of works.
was
If
Conducted.
you
Be
insist
upon
wearing
the
at thc institution.
The street committee and city en- black gogles of pe:cimicm, it isn't world tells her she is wrong.
The ordinance committee was dia
Ottumwa,
Iowa.
March
4.—The
un18
mass conventions will be
May
co:nol• o if life looks
gineer
were directed to /inspect many for you
ordinance
proin
an
to
bring
rected
held by tbeidernocrats,in every coun- Lomat event of a father and daughter viding that Powell street be graded streets and see if they deem it advis- dark.
1.111117trU111.11IlartltrtNtrU'll LarLartlITU
ty included in the Arst ritseict for siarrying tirother and sister was seen and graveled from Gatrct to Ash' able to have concrete sidewalks laid
Physichuts by VVholesale.
mate railroad commission. At these at Chariton fist night in the marriage craft streets.
along them, as recommended by AlWhen, some years ago, the motherconventions the people will select and of J. E. Waugh to a Miss Amand
Confirmation, was given the em- derman Chamblin. There are fiftyin-law of, the mikado of Jj
apan was
instruct esiellsites that are to attend Lrindgren. and of Alfred Lundgren to ployment of City License Inspector seven sqares under consideration.
taken ill no fewer than 423 physicians
the • district &invention May 21 at Miss Zoerilla Waugh. The ceremony George Lelmhard to be clerk of the
The council then adjourned.
were called in.
Henderson for purpose of choosing took place at the Waugh home, Rev. idfferent coMmittees for the general
the democratic nominee for state rail- Mr. Wand . of Boone officiating, in council at a calary of $25 a month, WOMEN AS BULL FIGHTrIRS
Man's Superiority.
road conamisaioner from this district, the presence of about loo relatives to be added to his $6o monthly he
Mon is indeed the superior creatwhich includes Paducah. These dates and frienda.
Prevents and Cures ChapMme. Nordica
gets for being license inspector.
Rewards Female
ure. Have you not obskrved how
were decided on by the
district
Mr. Alfred Lundgren besides being
Flournoy, Dural and Lackey were
Matsu:lore With Roll of Bills.
ped Rough Skin. Makes
often he is thoroughly satisfied with
democratic committee which met last the daughttr of J. E. Waugh it
El Paso, Tex., March 4—Ten thousnow named a conwrfittee 'to meet with a
skin soft, smooth and
the
his own adsniration?
tSatnititiy St Ifestderspo. The candi-, alsc his sister-In-law. Alfred
Lund- like committee from the aldermen and people witnesstd a novel sight
dates are George Landrarn of Smith- grin is at once the
Sernoves all blemwhite.
son-in-law and the and revise the rules governing the at the Juarez Plaza del Toros this afLong Block in New York Town.
land,' Mac D. Ferguson of Ballard brother-in-law
general
council.
ishes caused by the cold
of Mr. Waugh. Mrs.
ternoon, a bull tight in which the
The longest block io any American
cow., Bunk Gardner of Mayfield p E. Waugh
The I. C. tracks are many inchet places of matadcres and banderillos
is the sister-in-law of
winds.
city is in Watertown, N. Y. This
and Wessell; Soothall alol_ Finn. who Mri.
Alfred Lundgren and is-also her higher than the street grade on Clay were filled by professional female
are frosn the upper .part of the dismunicipal
freak
of
business
is
a
;
row
DELIGHTFUL TO USE
stepmother. This is as far as friends between Eighth and Ninth, and this Spanish bull fighters.
houses nearly five squares long.
trict.
of the couples have bctn able to fig- ntatter was referred to the board
The matardores killed three and
AFTER. SHAVING
of public works to have the rails
ure out the relationship.
failed to kill the fourth bull. Two
AFTER
JURY
GRAND
Ubiquitous
Deadbeat
lowered'.
For Sale only at
of the feats would have done credit
THE NIGHT RIDERS.
The honest pauper crouches always
J. G. Sullivan asked for a license,
GIRLS CRUSHED BY TRAIN;
matadore
to
any
that
ever
appeared
the
of
ladder
the
very
social
foot
at
to open a saloon at 1533 Broad
UNRECOGNIZED BY KIN.
Judge Gordon Tells Caldwell County
this application was in the Juarez plaza. In the audience but the deadbell is found in every
Fftteet. but
4
• Jurors to Investigate Outrages
passed back to him frer a sworn was Mine. Niardica, the prima donna, rung, even to the highest—Puck.
DRUG STORE
Madison, Wis., March 4,—John
Without Fear or Favor.
affidavit to be filed showing he posted in whose behalf one of the bjills was
Quinn, seeing a crowd in front of the
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inataand
who
the
rewarded
the
'Hope
tonic
keeping
that
is
is
rirtrirtrtrtnfirirtruutruul rtrinfulruuutri.
notices llirralding his intention (hi
dora with a roll of bills.
Princeton, Ky., March 4. --Judge morgue here today, went in and saw asking for the license.
most of us alive.
Gordon this morning gave his in- .the mottlated bodes of two girls
struction to the March grand jury who had been killed by a switch enand told them to make a thorugh in- gine. They were not yet identified
vestigation into the outrages of the and he did not think he had ever seen
night riders, to surnmcin witnesses , either of them before. An hour later
nod go into the wbolessaffair to re- i ii was ascertained that one
was his
turn indictments against the peopIF sister, Catherine Marla Quinn,
aged
tobaccb fifteen, and the
the • big
burned
who
other was his cousin.
he instruc-' Catherine Margaret
barns here •receitaly;t
Quinn, sixteen. •
ever heard I They walked
tfons were the stria
"16) KING OF CEMENT"
ht*tront
of a switch enhere and ,fhe law ancrrder people - gine on the
Chicago, Milwankee d:
f hope
that they will have a whofe- :St.. Paul
road.
ringleaders
some effect, and that the
trite raids wilt be caught.
Mayor Johnson of Cleveland be'there is no doubt ...that a great lieves
that the virtual victory of tile
many people have the' information 3Cent fare in, his city will eventually
will
eirsanihation
and a thorough
7:-ad-to free street eiks: .,,,:. I ss, is
sip/ 4.
atlefs.
bring out all the t

sold very cheap,now at

HORRECT DRESSERS VOR LADIES & CHILDREN

317 Broadway

$54,000 WORTH OF SUITS
AGAINST AMERICAN-GERMAN

•

favor

.4

1

'-f

$'

Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma
Cream

1/

BACON'S

I

Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal

Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement'',

. H. M. CUNNINGHAM

Phones

Old 960, New 2457

Thirteenth and Adams Street

•

/1.111.41.01.1••••••••••I

HORSES THAT DIVE.

wiligagee

PeoNe
Say

TWO THAT PERFORM ENCHTLAXAUDIENCES.
LY

sztozz

OUR PERFUMES
ARE BEST
just sample any other perfume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You11
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
per.
We know how to store
show
to
how
know
We
furres.
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what enable us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
con ing into our possession.

J. “. Oehlschlaeoer
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY

WE USE

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS

WHY?
First.
1ST' it irons smothly, not
rough.

Second.
Tie button holes,
s match.

Of

stud

hoit

Third.
Negligee shirts with butts
are ironed perfectly and witlio•
out injury.

Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
the
bosoms like new, and
"hump" so often seen is Woo-

ing.
No other like it in West
tucky. Satisfy yourself
sending us your laundry.

Kenby

Star Laundry,
lThone 201

TIME
THIS IS (1-1E PLACE

NOW IS THE

I

PADUCAH CENTRAL
,v c OORA r
t 306 B WIT. Day and Night
School
_stalogne

Excursion
fit. Louis and Tennessee River Packet company—the cheapest

and

bee

excursion out of Paducah.
444•1,..

INF.&

An For the Round

Trip tI
1/01UU Tennessee river & rotor'

S

It Is a trip of pleasure, condo*
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave ead/
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. et
For other information apply to "as
Koger, superintendent;
Brown, agent

Frank

C

Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00;
Unlimited Ticket S5.00, meals and
berth included.

Animals Seem to Enjoy the gun as
Xuch as the People Who Witness
the Performance—Variety
el Equine Tricks..
The intelligence displayed by mans
or our animals, both wild and domes
tic, is surprising. Dogs and horses,ea
pecially, from their long association
with man, and because of their natural
temperament, can be taught • great
many interesting and beautiful tricks
mays St. Nicholas. We have all seen
dogs carrying bundles, papers, or bas
kets along the street, and know how
faithful they ate in their charges.
neither stopping to play with others of
their kind, nor allowing any one but
their master to relieve them of their burden. Other feats that theme faithful
creatures often perform are: "Beg
ging," "rolling over," walking and dancing on their hind legs, and jumping wee
sticks or through the arms. Horses, besides performing mazer feats which are
taught them, often show considerable
intelligence in unfastentng gates or letting down bars so that they may escape
from the pasture.
(has of the most beautiful feats that
I ham aver 11•4111 performed by horses Is
the high dIving by "King" and "Queen.'
Those two beautiful animals were raised
on a western American farm. They are
both snowy white and perfectly formed.
King has dark, lustrous eyes, while his
mate has light-blue ones; both have
pinkish muzzles, and both sio kept Unmacalately
clean
and
carefully
groomed, as such valuable animals
should be.
It is said that they ware both kept is
pastures on the opposite /ides of a river,
the bank on the side on which /ring was
/got being high and overhanging the
Inter. Both animals had always shown
&fondness for the water, and one wool/
cites =dm the plunge into the river
and swim across to join Its mat& from
watching this performance was temcalved the idea of training them to exit in public, an idea which was carried out with the greatest success.
• "knock-down" staging was eoneructed, and is carried about with the
horses arid used at every performance;
it has an incline of about 30 degrees.and
His top is about 30 feet above the water
about two feet below the top platform
Is a small one, on which the horses
piaoe their feet just before making
the plunge; This is so that their DOM's
may take a more vertical position, and
that they may strike the water with the
least resistance.
They require about It feet of water
In which to make their dive. They are
most often shown at places where
there is a natural body of water for the
purpose; but frequently a pit is dug and
the bottom is covered with canvas
which is tilled with water, and In this
improvised tank they do their "stunt"
twine dally—in the afternoon and events&
The two horses are stationed at the
point where they are to leave the water, and one of them usually Queen first,
Is led to the foot of the incline. Wig's
toss of her head, she quickly nine to the
top of the staging, looks over to see if
the course Is clear, than without haliteeiOt drops her fore feet to the small plat.
arm and makes the leap. They strike
the water with their fore feet extended
and the head thrown back on the shoulders, so that the shock is not undid's,
great. They are under water from this.
to els seconds; then, with a shake of the
bead to clear the eyes, each makes for
the spot where the mate is standing
/clog is appareiztly prouder and mon
deliberate than Queen ; he goes up the incline slowly, and pauses at the top Lc
look about at the crowd of people below,
often whinnying apparently to attrael
attention to himself. He makes the
more graceful dive of the two, keeping
his fore feet straight, white Queen has
hers doubled when in the alr. As sacs
as they entre from the water they art
rubbed dry.,covered with blankets, ant
let to the stable, where they are careful.
ly groomed.
Occasionally we find some one she
thinks It is cruel to "make" horses dif4
from such a height: but the fact Is that
they do not appear to dislike it at all
and they certainly like to be in the
water. How much mo-e fortunate art
they than many of their kind that have
to do the hardest sort of work from
night, and
often
until
morning
upon scanty or insufficient rations!
These horses have the best 4.4sare, the
*est of feed, and plenty of exeiTise, and
apparently are in the best of health and
humor. They have been exhibited from
the Atlantic to the Paciec ocean and in
Europe.

t

Love's Labor Loet.
The automobile rushed down tbt
°vet
road—huge, gigantic, subpme
the fence hung the woman who works
hard and long—her husband is at the
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party cafe and she has 13 little one& (An an.
of five or over, k x.so each, without lucky nuM6er.) Sudd4My upon ths
thirteenth came the auto, unseeing,alew
meals; $200 with meals.
him, and hummed on unknowing. The
woman who works hard and long rushed
Good music on all the boats- For
forward with hands, hands made rough
further particulars see
with toll, upraised. She paused and
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent stood inarticulate —a god dess. a giantess.
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass Then she hurled forth these words of
derision, of despair: "Mon Dieu! And
Agent. Phone 33.
I'd just washed htm!"—La Sport, Paris
Whet is said to be the greatest drug
lore in the world exists in Moscow,
and is 203 years old. Since 1893 it has
been in the family of the present proprietor. It is a building of imposing
dimensions, with many departments,
including one for the professional cdu
cation of the staff, which numbers
They make tip about
etne persene
presaiptioas,a day.

vox

Of Course It Was.
A wedding ceremony had come to a
close. The mother sniffed convulsively,
and the bride dabbed her pretty eyes
with a handkerchief. Doe of the bridesmaids was also affected to tears.
"Why do you weep?" asked a groollinman of the bridesmaid; "it's not yolit
'wedding." The girl looked at him soot*
fully. "That's the reason, you stupid',"
sad she gished.--TaUer.

"-Rimy" AND cABINET .T1:1e

FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS

Navy Department will elly
til lend
a great deal of enlightenment for those
who live far inland and do not frequently come in touch with things of
ALL LEND AID TO THE GREATER the sea.
Th.? War Departmout, requisitioning
LOUISVILLE EXPOSITION:
on the Rock Island Arsenal, will send
Th
.e Twice:a-Week Republic, of St.
to the Greater Louisville Exposition a
big field gun and two rapid lire guns, Lours, Mo., is giving away a beautibesides iatowee or the ammunition fully framed picture, size 5 I-2 by
inches, to every
used by them. Twenty stand, of the'
7
for
"
the
to subscriplc
ion
sento
chntghet
rifles now in nee in th- rnited
Army, and a mane of ease will tow, greet semi-weekly paper and Farm
Much Official Interest in the Big
Progress, a monthly agricultural pabe sent. In order to reeve :Ayres,: of
Event Which Will Open
tit," - per published by The Republic.
appiladees meet by
March lie
This offer is open to both new and
1st redArmy in the Philir,
e
old subscribers
-et
War Department we
If you ahe taking
•
the paper at present, send in your dolel I.
position a eaet to w'
Theodore Roosevelt, President of the ed a life mire
lar and have your time marked up for
Ie
United States; William H. Taft, Secre- animal is a • e le:
one year and get one of these beautitory of War; Leslie M. Shaw, Secre- horns like
ful pictures without any extra cost.
"tary of the Treasury; V. IL Metcalfe, out of the et' et"
The pictures re genuine iorks of
Secretary of the Navy; Postmaster feet to tot'' - • "
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
General Cortelyou, and Patent ComThree. wee
are heads of beautiful girls. One
missioner Allen, all having joined to- daneee will h
"11
wears a black picture hat and has two
gether with the officials of the Greater
lurk:
roses pinned to her pink bodice. I!
Louisville Exposition Company in to hew.. nee
this one is desired, order No. to, "The
their effort to obtain attractive exhib- Sit eerie r' •
Spring Girl" No. it, or "The Summer
its for the big Louisville event. It Is what teeir fMI," wears a light brown pictute
now aseured that Louisville will he end thee e
hat, trimmed with light green. She
able to offer to her visitors, frem e- eriv 0 re
• lk,4
also wears a white and green waist,
Mirth 18 to :10, an oportunity of coo- These • 41
fe
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
.„„
ing the most novel collection of wove folk to' t.eie
her breast. The remaining picture, or
erntuent exhibits ever shown in any noon De the r
No. 12, is a three-quarter length plc'
great exposition. President Roo-evelt Bon ...Inapt% In ev•
e
tare representing "The Winter Girl,"
has graciously agreed to press the but- Debar.rnent tre to. •
with a long coat, boa about her neck
ton which wilt' officially set the expo- vine offirlals
and
a muff.
sition in motion, and has tellitrieted and attention tent 0.”
,14.
11
The frames are made of rounded
Secretary Loeb to make the necessary to officials of other evont expnoi
metal and are all black. To tell them
arrangements for the ceremony weleh
from real ebony it would be necessary
will teke place In his oflice ist iderch
restore..
The
Deea•tment con
to take them from the well for exIs.
eel to the request of the Greater ',nThe government exhibits are now in ettle Expoeition otnetela to
'
ewe.
process of packing, it is tineer000d, In the Forxteition Building a inn
and they will soon be on their w iy to sub-station posturer* which will e'•
Louisville, where they will lie seen by throughout the expoeItIon period
countless Kentuckians
and
ether handling of rotted States melee
Southerners, as well as the peope in a decorative feature In the poetotei
a breed strip of Indiana awl mattered exhitilta from the dead letter or deleeetione from nearly all lite large will be shown. It Is 44:NM by many e
cities in the United States where the have tuvisn this lined letter e-hthlt It,
(Ireater Leuisvills Reposition Is shout It is tmong the most Interesting tome
to t* imitated. The arrangement* pies of the wore done by the l'oo
which were begun during the month oMee Department that can be foie,
of December be A T. Macdonald. Presi- anywhere. When the exposition close
dent of the Expedition Company. ,,•nro the exposition 1,notOrnnP will be put it
recently completed by Fred Levy its use as a Louisville sub-station.
Vice President, both of whom made
Inseidea the other exhibits of the
lengthy trips to Washington, being Treaettry Department, It wee at fine
greatly assisted by Kentucky enticese. propose," by th • oferials of the expose
men and government officials
lion to,boriow from the Treesitry toAccording to the latest plans, there partnient a coin stamping mo bine
miser the ee pnctIon
will be Hera to leoutsville from the upon 144tmIh
Treasury Department complete exhib- sonvenirs. When it wee fiein I that 3
its of the currency of the Uelted die maker in Louisillio uses an ta3ct
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For the Convenience of cow patrons and the citizens of Paducah,
we
have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below
in the mom
Ing Register office at 523 Broader* y, where the public is
invited to call
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.

THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
STATES.

OF

THE

the
V
by

14

UNITED

List of Directories on File
ALLEGHENY CITY, PA.
AT! ANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BRONX, N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI, 0.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CLEVELAND, 0.
COLUMBUS, 0.
The home of the Louisville Commercial Club, under whose auspices the
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
work of the Greater Louisville ff.xposition la being done.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
States, and the various tomes of in- replira of thA treasury machine in COVINGTON, KY.

ternal revenue stomps which have been
sod at different periods 0( our national lifts Both of these exhibits are
very valuable, and heavy bond was
required of the Exposition Company,
showing that Uncle Sam 'rabies his
relics and takes emery precaution to
protect them from harm or loss These
exhibits are attractively framed with
the slew of allowing the utneest possible inspection stithoitt handling. They
will be under the direct sdpervision of
Sergeant Hittingere of the War Diepartment. who, It is supposed at pre*.
ent, will be seat to Louisville to Lute'
general supervision over all government exhibits. Besides the stamps and
cnerency notes. the Treasury Department has consented to trend to Louisville a frame containing all the toedale which have been voted to tndividuale by Congress sines, the first one,
which wee voted to George 'WashingThese medals have a value in
ton
historical and memorial ways They
commemorate various dee& of, heroism and statecraft, and sitiould be viewed with intense interest by all who see
them.
The Navy Department will send to
Louisville a model of the battleship
Kentucky, which will show in every
detail the lines of that great fighting
machine. The model will be twelve
feet long, and will occupy the pirute of
honor in the great marble lobby in
It well be
the Exposition Building
placed other% all who enter the hunt
tag will am it. and wilt have an opportunity to study its appearance. As
the people of Keritucev gave k magnificent silver service to he used on this
battle,shipo it will be interesting to
see what manner of vessel it is, as
there Is hardly a rommuntty In the
State which did not contribute to the
fund which was raised for the purchase of the silver service BMWs
the beautiful model, there will be Mint
from the Navy Department a nerlinher
of ex ollent photographs showing the
various war vessels of the navy under

the pro*" ution of his business. It was
decided that the souvenir coins of the
expointion could he better *made by
this Louisville noncom and this plan
was adopted so that the ezpoellion.
even to the matter of stamped eon
venire, will be truly **Everything Made
In Louisville"
EXPOSITION BRIEFS.

DAYTON, 0.
DENVER. COLO.
DETROIT, MICH.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.'
DULITITI, KM.
FAIRFIELD,CONK.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
JNIFIFICESONVILLE, IND.
/
HAMM( CITY, /LAS.
KNOXVILLE, TENN.

Lds PagnaLsa, CAL.
Matters of Big Importance Put in $ LOUISVILLE, KY.
MANHATTAN, N. Y.
Condensed Form.
The hotel keepers of Loultiville. rec
°anteing warm friends and old Mende
In all Kentuckians, have announced
that no advance in their rates will be
made (luring the exposition period
They, as 'oral 1 as all other citizens of
Louisville, are strongly for Louisville.
and for Kentucky all the time
ingenious Kentuckians will find
much to &rase them in the display of
inrentlous, which is now almost corn.
pieta In the Greater Louisville Exposition. Every Inventor in Louisville has
been reeked to exhibit the offspring of
his ingenuity and the result will be a
remarkable showing. It may be that
some visitors will be able to get ilium.
hutting ideas from this display.
Louisville streets will be brilliantly
Illuminated during the two weeks from
March 18 to 20
The Deviates of
Works, which has this in charge, will
have lots of work on their hands, for
I.Oulfellien streets are long and wide
Imitations of the Greater Louisville
liegoeltion are still strongly In evidence. In an likelihood. Kansas City
wt follow Louisville/a lead next year,
alocording to the latest adeices from
the eity on the Kin
-

Many "oldest inhabitants" have re ,
milled former empositions given in
Louisville, sled the Greater Louleellir
Rept:011°n does not suffer any by corn
parlsea with them.

MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS. TENN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGATUCK, COM!,
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA,,
NEWPORT, KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND, VA.
SALT LAKE CITY, WAIL
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
ST. PAUL, Muni.
ST. LOUIS, 110.
SOUTHPORT. CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATTOND, CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY,
TOLEDO, 0.
UT/CA, N. T.
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Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
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amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy,
looking about them. They car not be
duplicated in the retail stores ior less
than So cents. Ihe best recommendation that we can give them is to gige
that if you are not thoroughly satisfied with your picture they will refund
tile money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the picture to them.
If you are already a subscriber, to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK 'REPUBLIC is the oldest and best semiweekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growisig farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pie,
tures, all for only $t.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or bank
draft. Do not send personal checks.
Write name and address plainly. Aldress all orders to the St. Louis Republic, St. Louis, Mo
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ADULTERATION OF FOOD.
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There is always a distinction and •
While Deputy Sheriff Willlion Ras
Feasiiiin became Um fashion of the
County Work a
_ialty.
So esistesto Is likat regerang the pig ableaa was in the
Consul General Guenther, of Frankme.
tort of pride in PomoWig
once "bad" town el sem= Aar the court IWO dabbled
fort,
of
reports
models
that
and
during
the year 1901 Old 'Phone 62o-3.
their *yokel entrain Cofferville. Kan., be got some of the a
which no oce else has, even if that
ely
Tyler, Ky,
tittle In liberal lams, wrote Job.* 3,091
persons were convicted in Gereomething is reputed to be• dispenser tIvenese." Mr. Robert ariagberst says Dallas spirt* in his reins and listened
be
Bay,
in
"Frankl
in in France" In Om' many for adulteration of articles
at misfortune and history can show "In this ooantry a roadoeite of Gell is the stories of how four of the Delof
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tory. He powerful was the vast ins food. In 1902 the convicti
"tat the possessor is bure to get into models are employed in art schools ▪
ons were
met death at the beads of sae
da*setsle through it. Until very re. Sr by bunt-odors of classes In pain* mita stattoned in a shed and shooting lithe of free thought that than WM* larger, a decrease of six per cent, being J, K. HENDRICK,
tently the Spanish royal family was tog, drawing or modeling, and Ilse through a knotholia relates the Denies soloed the mind of Franoe—that sem noted for 1903. The largest number ot
is5. G. MILLER
In this unenviable position and this purposes of inaiructien any Sears is Times. They talk bte
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Resaldeen omestible Franeb mind that always as convictions occurred at Berlin, where
stories et what sneak shots the Dal swore like the wind harp to the breath an increase from 598 in'1902 to 645 in
lasted from about the middle of the good moulds.
ind
"A budding artist can leans to draw tons'were and bow they plotted
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1„ aleteentie century until after the time
lieel of every true human aspiration—that 1903 is shown. For producing and keepI and paint, Andy anatomy and proverb every man thee appeaced on the street,
ing for sale and consumption unwhole1 of the SpallsteAmorican war.
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ems the highest classes bad caught
some articles of food 748 persons were
This unique but unfortunate poems UDR, just as well from a boinaly with a gun.
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Ike infestion of liberalism.
They convicted in 1903, against 394
When the Denver deputy was SS Ord
boa I. nothins more or lees than as Model as from one that Is surpeestngu
in 1902.
bandied the momentous words Liberty This large
increase is due to the effect,
bmet-looking but rather wonder- ly beautifuL There a no need of train some stranger entered into a owe
al
ful Hag, and because it is reputed to She Letter at all. If one presents bee vermeil= about what creek shoots= and Unman nights in their dainty of the inspection law of June 3, 1900.
Cr
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be the carrier of ill luck it has been selt, all well ad good, but as the there were in Kansas about the tams way, as if they were only a new game In Berlin 59 persons were convicted for
to
schools and 1r:strutters are entirely the Daltons blew into Coffeyville and floe their IIMUI4MOnt, not knowing violating the provisions of this law,
dubbed
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to's
ring"
In
appearme
ance it Is timilar to an ordinary mar- independent in their needs she must secured several thousand dollars from what was to them the terrible import against 29 in 1902. For knowingly vio.
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riage bead of solid gold with the ex- be content with the 12.11111 pay that a bank.
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ctitian for more than half the model off a prairie dog there while the train natural octanes to talk with him. The tagious diseases before disinfection,
about the she et pin heads.
small wits who knew a little Omsk $21 persons were convicted, against 1,Although this ring is said to be colt abroad, yet the average penes Is moving."
osi ke valuable and to have• wonderful always conjures up a dress of level- The stranger flashed • five-spot IN called him Solon and Aristides and 171 in 1902, showing • decrease of 20
per cent. For knowingly violating the
Utters' attached to it, no one can be nese when an artist's model is men- Deputy Ronaldson's face and it was Pboc./on.
fiend in Spain who Is willing to take tioned and associates the work er1111 covered. Roualdsoa snapped out hie
It is end te think of the attar an regulations for preventing the spread
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possession at the time of the reign what the especial requirement easy be,
of Philip IL, but bow no one seems the law of supply and deriaa1 steps of Deaver, was five dollars to the good desearesy. and they potted Ws Queer Difficulties Incountered by
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the relay of Philip IV. to that of les many satisfactory individuals wale
beyond the frisky stage of their de queer difficulties, says the New York SPECIALTIES:
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Next Philip's Den, who ascended the
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In Parts on his travels, and who was mender was written at the end of the
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first generation at least, are in the
Spanish throne Is given to the brothel
as much of a democrat himself as an quotient Old fogies who have dropped
"I wouldn't sell that thing for 11.1140 same abnormal condition. While
his.
of the French emperor. Then coma It I
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Oltperibe can be, when his sister ea hopelessly belated the times now atboat It I'd hunt for It Rho the lag in Scotland 30 years ago we
bad a
tee Carnet rebellion wader Ferdiaand's
knights of Kiag Arthur hunted the Manx kitten given bo us,
tempt
to Introduce thou antiquated
which, al- baked his soolness on the Americas
daughter, Isabella II.. and the banish
TELEPHONES:
Holy Grail. That thing exorcised • though born there, was tailless.
methods when tutoring their offspring,
The tnestieu. replied: 'Madam, the trade
must of Queen Christina; the war with hoodoo
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Residence, 296; Office, 3es.
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pears of lira and 1674. and finally the the Kansas
wan,
Cecil Reel
City Star. about • !Otte fullgrown be bad learned to let his loud aeclaim of the people
Then, acccrting to present-day inquarrels between Spain and her cob' buckeye
Incased In a small gold cage self in by pushing from the osteldea Franklin found himself the honored struction, they put the quotient above
aim, which resulted is the disastrous that hung
on the watrh fob of Herbert but never learned, althoegh we caw guest of royalty, his tboegbts reverted the dividend and set the remainder la
Spanish American war.
Herring. a New Orleans man.
tried to teach him, to pull It open from to thous faraway days of his boyhood the little crook on the right formerly
LAWYERS
At the time of the commencement of
"Up to September 7. 1900, 1 bad the inside.
wham his father used to quota to him occupied by the quotient. Before these
lthe recent war between Spain and the been the victim
"It was not, however. the 'monies In the old candle shop at Boston, the ecoentricities of modern education Um Rooms to, xi and 12, Columbi
of bad hot of one
a Bldg,
tatted States this ring was prevented sort and another.
" he said. -That day of the door from the outside to which words of the wise man, "Sestet thou
PADUCAH, KY.
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by the Spanish royal family to a I was going
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--tion by the church this house of wor- eye lying
illumined
(but heredity imeremessi on haat OM fulfilled),,
the
oft the opposite peat.
immortal Eerie, of the Present
Day Not Room No. 5,
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going to the Black heft naught between the caging
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its donor.
Times.
hotel that night brit after picking vi• sad Is frame.
man ever stood, with more of the in.
It was thee given to a museum. hut tbat buckeye
"This he did douse at times swore nate dignity of
1 enddeely changed my
upright manhood, be
Moe the church, this was also destined ailed.
Probably not half a dozen hOrses are
A good meny guests at the day an isms as we had kilt and was fore kings.
to receive harm. for It was twice (a lila& betel
somparisoned to-day as they were fe OLIVE
always
willing to Gbow off tailors cotr
perished la the flood meat
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thing said never to happen) struck by sight
years ago, says Country Life in Ameri.
neighbors, as he sever seemed to res.
lightning. The ring was again reea. Harness in this country then was
later on at New (*lease 1 was end ognize the fact that he bad met
tad FEWER BROADWAY SWELLS. distinctl
turned to the Spanish royal family, Robing in
y American in type, as was
a catboat with three ether Like kin seighbers."
where it remained for some time. The Men. A
squall struck es. The others,
New York Tailor Tells Why Good Ike horse of • decade earlier, but if OFFICES: Benton,
Ky., rear Bank
last -defeat of the Spanish army ad who could
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navy is claimed to be due to this ring. curt swim
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Fortune.
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y at the present time than Whatever may have been our opinions
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"la the first place." it akesid be res 1 have known for several years,' sail then, we now know what is right. It
Explosive Gems.
an 6pto-oss taller, reports the Sun. "AI was only a matter of education and we
Pforzheim is a city of about 68,000 membered that the Rothschild
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
IN b not uncommon for a diamond populatkot and Is devoted almost ex- Is not industrial," says Vases ferrates the same line there are wore
well were apt scholars. A sdore of years
ThompSo explode soon after it reeehee the elusively to the manufacture
of jewel- son, who writes of "The Rotitadiklide of dressed men In New York now than ago the horse show descended upon
Lawyer.
surface; some have been known to ry, there being about SOO
factories Franco." in Bverybody's. "It has ab- ever. because there are more men here us and found us with good native
lenest In the pockets of the miners of where jewelry Is made. It is the
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horses and poor native harness. II
jew- sorbed many industries stad many rail- than ever, but the good
dressers are
when held In the warm hand, and the elry center of Europe.
was apparent to all beholders that
The various ways—like the ligne du niore—but al- not on
street
parade.
is the greater because large atones manutacturers are very energeti
something was wrong, and when later Will Practice in all Courts
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of Rem
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t" more liable to explode Or fly in are careful to study the wants
shown In
of their And it is the beset frenzied of finance.
pieces than small ones.
places of amusement. The day of the English
Valuable customers and endeavor to please thera By reason of its slow, cold, patleat
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"something
stones haverbeen destroyed in this regarding tb signs, prices atel terms of cumulation one might call it
(winos Brocdway dandy has passed, though wrong" was plainly understood. A
way, end It is whispered that cunning sale. From preseet Indicati
ons Owe phrases are the mode) coral-reed if you doubt this take a stroll througe great rim, ge was y • cded, which was
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sponsIble clients to handle or tarry in will amount to audit
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free], from the mine. By way of safe- facturer's advantage in
(Homeopathist)
"And the fortune of the French house
type of harness is used everywhere.
distance and
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guard against explosion some dealers machinery—as much
-day exceeds ten milliards. That
of the Pforzheum ti
reputation of showing off more
imbed /ergo diamonds In raw potato Jewelry Is made
by hand -it septette means $2,000,004,000. Imagination bog- the
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to Insure safe transit to England — that we should capture
more of the gles at so huge a sum—it seems welt dressed men than any other city
Landon Chronicle.
Residence 8io Broadway.
merely an endless caravan of ciphers, In this country there was more leisure T'hat Made „from Waives
trade of the islands.
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this 10,000,000,000 of French money. Is New York. The New Yorker of toPhone 249.
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Eclipse In Malta.
Influence of Irving.
They own or control all the presidium day is too much engrossed
with his I
An engineer who viewed the recent
to
Tan.
To Irving more than any other man metals, the prime materials, mime, business to idle in front
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eeHpee of the sun from his Mellon is
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•(with fright, thinking the world was
business
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hide of that thickness. If the
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no actors in society When I came bark round the Arc de Triomphe,the Champs- waerc later in the day.
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the Bole de Boulogne, the Pare
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It has been preserved ever since it was
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through on (he other.
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BY THE CAR SHORTAGE OF COMMISSION WERE
Rf-ELOTEB

Mr. John Counts went to Paris,
yesterday on business.
Tenn.,
WITH THE SAME INTELLIMr. Robert Eley returned yester(Chicago Examiner.)
railroad. The shipper does not need
GENT CARE THAT YOU SEeay from spending Sunday at Benton.
LECT YOUR DOCTOR.
Reports from Indian Territor; to show discrimination. He only has SUPERINTENDENT EGAN DOES CHESS, CHECKER AND WHIST
The ability and integrity of the man ; Mr. A. C. Mitchell went yesterday stite that millions of bushels of corn to apply for the cars and the road
NOT KNOW WHEN IT
CLUB HELD ANNUAL
must either furntsh them at once or
who prepares your medicine is just I to Paris, Tenn.
MEETS HERE.
MEETING.
are
rotting
because
01
lack
freight
of
Mr.
Sunday
Roy Webb was here
zai important to you as the knowledge
show an adequate reason why it cau.
sr. route to Cairo where his -father cars. At one station 400,000 bushels not.
and skill of the man who orders it,
You select your doctor because you 'ted. The deceased formerly run a await shipment. The agent says not 'With such a ,bill enacted into law, Last of
New Furniture Installed in Organization Has Nearly 200 Mornhave confidence in his ability. Choose hoarding house at Fourth and Madi an empty car has been there for nine- She Inalian Territory farmers could
Downtown
Office—Workday
bers--Gorgeoua ,Quarters and
ty
days.
At another point 6o,000 go to the courts for a mandamus to
your druggist for the same good tea- L an tin this city.
Lengthened Yesterday.
Handsome Surplus.
son. The work of each depends for
Miss Isla Konetzka has returned bushels are piled on the ground. compel the railroads to supply oars.
Three weeks `of rain have left the The roads then would have to find a
Ste success on the work of the other. from visiting at Banditti.
At M'Pherson's drug store, no boy or
Traveling Engineer Grimes was corn in' time middle sof a small lake way to overcome the mismanagewhere it is decaying in the mud and ment which preventad the empty cotISuperintendent Egan'of ttie Illinois
unregistered clerk is allowed to pre- hers yesterday from Fulton.
The excellent manlier in uhich thee
water.
general
Similar
conditions
at
Ceetral
railroad arrived yesterday officers and directors of the Chess,
pare your medicine.
ton
cars
from
returning.
Lawyer J. I). Mocquot was in
A court orthroughout the territory. As a result der may sometimes advance efficien- from Louisville, and said lit- had not Checker and Whist club have
Read that over again and think Princeton yesterday on business.
looked
farmers
are being ruined and their cy, as well as correct injustice.
shout it.
yet learned why the inter-state com- after things was evidenced during the
Mr. Jerry Corbett went to Princedistress is in turns effecrtiing banks
The Indian Territory case is only merce commission %mild mhet here meeting last evening when all the
ton yesterday.
and elevators.
an example of what is happening all to hear complaints from Kentucky officials were unanimously elected to
Mrs. J. R. Riggs and Miss I. T.
To aggravate the case local ship- over the West, and to some extent coal mine owners o ho claim the road
Martin of Cynthiana, Ky., returned
terve for another yearThi their repers say the CM famine is unneces- throughout the country. Car shortnot giving the mineoperators cars ipective capacities. The officers are
home yesterday after visiting Mrs. S. sary.
They assert that with a little age is one count in the indictment hi sufficient numbers to properly
B. Pulliam.
Dr. J. Q. Taylor, president; Charles
forethought and management the against railway management. In the haul
away the ialtput of the mines.
Thompson, vice-president; Frank B.
Attorney Blake Slack of Atlantic railroads could have sent back the
City, New Jersek is visiting Mr. ears used in shipping the cotton case of the Standard Oil, in the anMay. secretary; Nolan 'Van Cuhin
thracite coal regions, and in numberNew Furniture In.
treasurer. The directors are Dr. +•if + • • • 4•(seorge Langstaff.
crop, thus saving all this loss.
less other instanees, the railroads deThe last of the nets furniture was Taylor, Nolan VanCulin, Harry MeyMr. John Calloway went to Mobile,
It was to cover exactly aueli a situ- liberately withhold cars for the puryesterday installed in the downtown ers, Henry Diehl and Robert L.'
Ala., Sunday to locate and accept a ation that the car shortage bill of RepPOPULAR WANTS.
pose of destroying independent ship- office of General Agent John T. Donplace as telegraph operator. Ile oas resentative. William *Randolph Hearst pers.
•
r:•••••••••••••
ets an, it being the up-to-date ticket jtil
,oecompanied by his mother.
.e'lvie
e ll.club has about too memberets
was introduced. Under the present law
In purloining most of the pros is- rack. Last night
Chief Clerk George at present, while it is always increas- A
Mrs. N. 4., Harden has arrived the burden is on the shipper to prove ions of Mr. Hearst's original rate
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Say
Vs
arfleld
transferred
the tickets from ing to the extent that a linit had td
from
Texarkana, Texas., to reside that he is being discriminated against bill, andisthen amending them to meet
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. 3
old to new rack, and the former will be put on the number. The body
here.
—that
receivother
some
shipper
political exigencies without harming
•is
Scott.
Rev. 1'. J. Owen yesterday went to ing more cars. This consumes time. the railroads, the administration par- new be taken out and shipped to ,the will not adnin young men under ar
years ..f age, and kat night a petition
,the railroads desire to tight the ty in congress failed to cover le car to others point for use
Call n Mrs Eugene Wilson for Fulton where his daughter-iu-law, If'
,
—
ease. the delay can be protracted in- shortage feature. It is to r medy
from about too young fellows beholtionable dressmaking at 726 Jef- Mrs. Cornelius Owen, is ill. •
Work Day Lengthened.
Mr. C. If. King has gone to Ala- definitely. which defeats the whole this defect that the present Hearst
Wren eighteen and twenty-one was
ferson street Old 'Phone 1205
The
oork
day
in
the
car
departbama on business.
object of the law. In a car famine bill has been introduced. Until it is
upi they desiring to join, but• the
the Illinois Central railroad numbers deemed -it inadvisable. The
passed, or some measure modeled af- • ment
Mr. Mel Byrd returned from Mem- relief is needed at once.
FOR RENT—One office, second
The Hearst bill avould el soe 3.11 ter it, the car famine evil will con- was increased yesterday from g to to organization has the handsomest
'hear No. 539 Broadawy. Steam heat plOs yesterday.
Lotus by orders received from Chi- quarters to be found anyuhere in
s the tinue and become aggravated.
this.
The burden is placed
Rev. J. R. Henry, of the Kenthe
end water. Apply to I. D. Wilcox.
cago headquarters.
tacky •avenue Phesbyttirian church.
state, the furdishings being sumptuous and gorgeous, filling the entire
FOR SALE—Boarding house fur- and family, have gone to Nashville,
Thirteen Calif paraded.
second and third floor above Dr.
:Imre all complete, good as new. Ap- Tenn., to visit.
A keel car in freight train Ico 1811 John Oehlsthlaeger'• fine &rig storp
Miss Rubye Crutchfield. of MayJACKSON FOUNDRY
MACHINE CO.
ply at Hudson House, 220 N. 4th St.
jumped the track at Dawson Sunday
field, is visiting hr aunt. Mrs. Elizat Sixth and Broadway. !stilt only je
and pulled twelve more off with it,
the club outfitted in an excellent
A few more boarders and roomers abeth tones, of Fifth and WashingHeavy steam hammer forging*,
delaying traffic for several hours
can be accommodated at "The Inn.' ton.
manner, but the treasury shows near.
machinery and boilers repaired,struc•
the Louistille division of the I. C.
Ilrs. Gus G. Singleton returned
..n North Seventh, 'phone 1578.
iv $.1.000 surplus.
tural iron for buildings, mill and
vesterday from spending
several
The club is now aix year. old, and
Now Pay System.
steamboat supplies. . Have on hand
For up-to-date cleaning' and press- weeks at Clarksville. Tenn.
Dr Tayfor has isern the presidenci,
My. John Hopkins goes to Ktotawa
Superintendent W. j.
ing garments go to Solomon the Tailsee and-hand laundry machinery, boilof the once instituti..n.
members refits«
sash his daughter,
N..
C. & St. L. is at Nashville. where ing to let him reeign. although
.r, 113 South Third St. Two 'phones. next Friday
cheap.
er and engine
be'
Mrs. Dr. Pardy.
the officials are conferring about .inhas requested many times. This in
\feasts.
G.
•
Gus
Singleton
and
at.gurating
a
new system for payvng itself bespeaks the kind
WANTED—Coard for couple with
KENTUCKY.
of a man
PADUCAH,
James Faker returned Sunday mornoff the attache.* monthly.
two children. Must be central and
he i•
ing fhorn sojourning at Hot Spring',
first class. Address H., Register ofArk.
Ice, with 'terms.
NEW YORK EPISCOPAL
PASSES DO NOT
CHURCH, IN 5TH AVENUE.
9
' FOR RENT—A nice front room.
ABSOLVE ROAD
BARS NEGRO WORSHIPERS
furnished or unfurnished, with board:
Must Pay Damages for Death of Men
also boardeha" wanted at 622 Jeffer- •
New York. March 4 —The negro
isi
NEWS IN BRIEF.
ion at 'Phone 2827.
if Guilty 01 Negligence.
ratishoners
of ,St. Andrew's Episco•
•1
pal church, in Fifth avenue. Harlem,
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LOST—Gold cross haith 'Pearl' enh's•hville. Tenn. March 4 --The are much exercised over an article
szwretime ca.tirt 1.,day decided a case eatitled "The Negro People," wrttten
graved on it, on Broadway between
—The C. W. B. M. of the First
tc.urth and Ninth streets. Finder Chrhtian church will meet at 3 THE SEARCHERS
11:% 4•1001( the qui:31110n ..• or •bhutht!
1,) the Kee Dr. George R Vanes.UNDERNEATH
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TWO
return to Register and be rewarded.
or not common carriers had the Ian - v Ater, rector of the church, which
o'clock tomorrow after-non with Mrs.
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FEET
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WHERE HE ml right to place
ABOUT
Frank L. Scott of 333 North. Ninth
oli passes a eondit• aipears in the Path!, Monthly. Dik.a
HAD TRIED TO FORD THE
RAGING
STREAM — THE ion that the passenger accepting a
LOST — Between the Kentucky Mrs. John Harth is leader for the
Vandewriter said:
CORPSE WAS TAKUN TO THE STICE CEMETERY
theatre and Cochran flats- on North afternoon.
AND, pass should ride at his own etsk. The
`Aside altogether from their right
—Sunday Herbert Evitts, son of
Ninth, gold locket with monogram
BURIED LAST EVENING— WELL PRESERVED, BUT WAS point came up in the case of former to tic in any place of public worship,
the
city
jailer,
was
at the wharf when
chief of Detectives Marshall of Nash- it is best that they should have their
M. V. L'.' engraved, containing
SHRIVELLED CONSIDERABLY.
lady's picture. Finder retrain to Reg- a huge chain broke, flew back and
v.11e, who died as the result of in. own churches, their own ministers.
struck atm
utio was knocked
juries received when alighting from a and in time may by their own bishopil.
ister and receive reatiard.
overboard and got a cold bath. but
Street car. Marshall was riding on a It is not best that white and black
The searchers for Samuel Farmer's Ithe obstacle, shich proved to be
LOST—Dropped on South Side -of was not hurt.
pass on which there is ere the maid persons shoufli be in Sunday school
—Mr. James Chandler. the Birds- body•
successful yesterdayat I Farmer's body. It developed that collation,.
isroadway between Sixth and Seventh
or in churches on a plane or equality
. he was holdding to a huge sack with
The
streets about( o'clock a. m. Monday ville merchant who came here and noon, in finding the corpse lying in each hand,
court held that the common of privilege
while both were ling
used Frank Mantz's madstone on the
;March 4th, nat. Tates grocery. an
carrier could not absolve itself from
river, held On top of his body.
"St. Andrew' will give its consent
bite inflicted on his hand by hit the bottom of Clarks
tnvelope containing gold eye glasses
t for gross negligence, to such a movement, not because it
Ile had the bags of oats in his
puppy, Sunday went on to New Or- down by two heavy bags of oats that
hi
reirn
tee spectacles lnd silver comb with leans
ft:icbeli,rd-i Y
nar, negrgence could do is glad to get rid of the negroes, but
for treatment at the Pastuer fell out of his wagon 'when the wagon when he started his team
MI-5., D. G 'Murrell's name on the sanitarium,
11/".
through
thc
river,
and
because it is best for them and the
the
when
fearing
rabies
may straw
away the vehicle, team
-orhside of envelope. Several bills deselop. the dog being
best thing for the whole church that
mad on and all The remain. were taken to swift current swept it away. he must
inside with her name on them inFlos- biting *him. The dead body
'have been pitched out of the vehicle
they should worship together" •
cif the
Quite a Difference.
el in a paper hag from Ogilvie's. phip as carried along with him. He the Stice cemetery and buried last along with the oats. Ile grabbed
Dr
Story,
the late principal of
.
Ladies living across the street saw is badly frightened,
a bag in each hand, and indications Glasgow university.
evening qui,.
taking a holiday
Giving Them Rbom.
her drop the bag and before she
are
the
fell
oats
on
top of him and in the country
—The First Christian church cqn-I The searchers yesterday morning
once, was met by the
• There's one good thing," inuseel
could be notified parties passing gregation Sunday decided not to call'
pushed the body to bottom of the
minister of the (heftier, who remark- the woman reminiscently, "you may
had been draggling the stream for creek,
it touching the bottom about
picked up the package. They will to pastoraf charge Rev. Dr. Wells
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